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These photographs have been supplied to us but we have no other information. Do readers have any suggestions for what
event this was and and approximate date and location?
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Greg Terrill, Rally Directorfor the Royal & SunAlliance Rally 2000, and wife
Gaynor are pictured here with their 1941 Army Indian 741 B. The Rally comrnences
on February 6 in HamillUn
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Congratulations

are in order for the
spectacular cover
adorning the
December/January
issue of Beaded
Wheels. There will
be some bias
claimed but the

centerfold looked pretty fantastic also.
In News from the National Oftice

you will read an account of the
demonstration that took place in
Strasbourg on the "End of Life" vehicle
issue. FIVA's detennination to block the
intention of bureaucrats introducing
legislation without giving thought to the
downstream effects appear to have
gained considerable support.

With our recently elected new govern
ment comes a new Minister of Transport,
Mr Mark Goschc. He will bring with him
some fresh ideas regarding our roading
system and the manner in which they are
financially maintained. A good start
would be to see the petrol tax directed
towards road maintenance.

Shortly we will see over 1000 vehicles
move into the Hamilton area for the
Royal & SunAlliance Rally 2000. I
respectfully remind all participants that
whilst travelling to, returning from or
during the rally that we will be the centre
of attention from the media and the
public at large. Please ensure that consid
eration is given to other road users at all
times. If someone passes the time of day
with you regarding your pride and joy,
then stop a while, listen and who knows,
often this can lead to a find or informa
tion of interest. If you find the opportu
nity to visit kindergartens or schools,
then do so and help broaden our image
amongst the community. Whilst in
Hamilton and displaying your rally
number, you have free parking courtesy
of the Hamilton District Council.

The National Office is sti1l receiving a
steady flow of identity card applications
and it is also gratifying to see improve
ment in the accuracy of information com
ing through. If you have not forwarded
your application for your vehicle, then
how about putting pen to paper and get
ting it done now. During the course of the
rally at Mystery Creek, the Registrar Rod
Brayshaw will be available to assist
members in completing application
forms. If you are unsure of any aspects
then see Rod. I know he will be only to
pleased to help.

Nicky and I look forward to joining
you at Hamilton.

Happy and safe motoring
Frank Renwick

PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE
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Percy Burrows, 1928 Plymouth.

at Clinton and then to the Telford
Homestead at Clifton for afternoon tea.

In 1860 William Telford selected land at
Clifton, and built the Homestead between
1914 and 1918. The Telford Brothers also
built a fine homestead at Otanomomo three
miles from Balclutha, which is now the
Telford Rural Polytechnic. The Telford
Brothers imported two Daimler cars to
South Otago from England early in the 20th
Century.

By now the afternoon was very mild and
sunny and this allowed everyone to stroll at
leisure around the grounds and buy plants
from the nursery.

Among the over se\lenty vehicles
entered were several out for the first time
They were Cohn and Joan Pearce (1912
Sunbeam) from the Gore Branch, local
Branch member Kerrin Tweed (1952
Morris Minor), winner of the rally Richa,'d
Gill (1968 Anglia), Stuart McElrea (1970
Triumph Bonneville), and also the
Chairman Stua11 Milne (1956 Hillman)
who along with Noeline helped the nllly to
be the success it was.

Club Captain John Cook, ably assisted
by Jan, had everything worked out well for
the day's rallying. This included the
dedicated help of the Club Captain's
several marshals, all decked out in their
bright yellow waist coats, who could miss
the check points as they came up? South
Otago hospitality was extended with an
ample morning tea and evening meal, again
under the direction of the Branch ladies.

Jim Beeby left the Austin Seven in the
garage and was seen at many vantage
nnint, with hi, 1'1l1l1pr'1 M tht" rt"Mlv •

of Warepa, then back onto State Highway I
to Waiwera South for a lunch break. This
allowed time for the voting on the People's
Choice Award Concours. We were then off
through the township of Clinton and past
the new sign "Presidential Highway" which
gives directions to C1inton and Gore. As the
rally instructions pointed out, the next stage
was a wee way on SH I before turning off
onto the Popotunoa-Clydevale road which
again, after a field test, brought the cars out

1928 Model A roadster pickup
1928 Chevrolet

1930 BSA
1954 Sunbeam

Commercial

Concours

1 Colin & Joan Pean:e
1 John & Ellen Forbes
2 Bill & Anne eAinge

Jirn & MargaretTaylor
Jim McBride
Bill & Maureen Cross
Murray & Kathy Low

1 Kerrin Tweed l

2 Stuart &Nol!I MUn'
WallY & Alliscm ler
Rich81;Q .
K MEN
Arttiur 'h
lan McDonald
(rider Graeme Jarvie)

2 Allan Budge
Neville King
(with Judy in sidecar)
Alex McLellan

2 Don Jenks
Hard Luck trophy remained nameless
Distance trophy Dave Manson, Wanaka 1962 Hillman Super Minx
DG Williamson Trophy for" Local lady of the year" was awarded to Bev Sell.

Results
Veteran
Vintage

Concour,s
Post Vintage 1

2

reat run, no brain power needed
from the navigator on this run,
with long country roads that just
went on and on and linked into

each other" was heard from a southern
entrant at the South Otago 28th Clutha
Rally held on a cool Saturday 13 November
1999.

After a short tour of the Rosebank
suburb of Balclutha the rally went off past
the PPCS meat works and onto the foothills
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Vintage Car Club of NZ Inc,
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Phone (03 366-4461.
Fax (03) 366-0273

Annual Subscriptions
Annual subscriptions will be mailed out

to all Club Members in February. Keep an
eye on your letter box.

Following is a write up that appeared in the
FBHVC newsletter, Gc/abed November
1999 issue.
Showdown at Strasbourg

One Tuesday 26 October Claude
Delagneau, Vice President of FIVA and
President of the Federation Francaise des
Vehicules d'Epoque, co-ordinated a mass
protest at the European Parliament in
Strasbourg against the proposed "End of
Life" legislation. Over a thousand historic
vehicles converged on Strasbourg.

Situated on the Franco-German border,
Strasbourg is not noted for its fine October
weather. In fact, the drive from Calais the
previous day took place in some of the most
atrocious rain seen for a long time.
However, on the day of the demonstration
our party awoke to clear blue skies and
blazing sunshine, which I am sure was
partly responsible for the quantity, 1,1 (){) or
so, classics from France, Germany,
Belgium, Italy - and of course the UK 
that descended on Strasbourg and brought
the city to a standstill.

Congestion is not popular with any
motorist, but the sight of so many
exceLlently restored or maintained classic
vehicles softened the hardest of hearts, ancl
everywhere you could see people waving,
smiling and giving the "thumbs up". The
police seemed completely out of their depth
when it came to controlling traffic through

the streets of Strasbourg. It seemed that just
about every driver on the road ignored them
and traffic signs, signals, even one way
streets ...

However, I'm assured this is quite
normal in Strasbourg irrespective of what
else may be happening. The residents have
seemingly seen so many official motor
cades causing havoc with their own
commuting that they go their own Way
regardless I

Every kind of historic vehicle was there,
from a World War One half-track to a
Bugatti Royale. Detroit's finest were well
represented, with Corvettes, Cadillacs,
Lincolns Mercurys, Fords and Dodges, and
the vehicles permitted to park in front of the
European Parliament building were well
worth looking at.

I secured an exclusive interview with M
Delagneau, part of which appeared on
French prime time television. He told me
that the situation could not just be left to
French enthusaists to deal with; already
some restorable classic cars had fallen foul
of the law in Germany, and France was next
on the list.

Even though Lord Montagu has secured
assurances from our Government that there
is little to worry us in the directive, M
Delagneau insisted that we must continue
to lobby our European representatives to
support our cause.

In simple terms, two paragraphs need to
be inserted into the directive, one to define
a "historic vehicle" on a rolling basis and
the other to exempt all such vehicles from
the directive. As it stands, the directive

could technically even outlaw inoperative
vehicles in museums!

FlV A representatives encircled the
official handling the directive, who seemed
quite overwhelmed by the scale of the rally
and the public response. He promised that
the directive would be examined to see
what changes could be made to ensure that
Germany's mistakes did not become
Europe's norm. A 22,000 plus signature
petition was handed to the President of the
European Parliament, Nicole Fontaine, who
showed much interest in the proceedings
and pledged her support in front of the
Press. MEPs leaving the building were also
canvassed, and showed a similar level of
enthusiasm.

FlVA's Claude Delagneau tells FBHVC
members how the day went ... And empha
sises that the fight goes on:

It was a real success: 1046 historic
vehicles were present, there were 22,787
signatures on our petition. Who could have
believed all this could have been organised
within the space of one month I

And then there was our reception at the
European Parliament by the President,
Mme Nicole Fontaine. It is the first time
that a President of the Parliament has
received "hostile elements" personally.
Mme Fontaine assured us of her full
support when it came to voting on the
Directive. We were also permitted, at the
same time, to meet over twenty European
deputies of all-political persuasions and
nationalities.

See conclusion on opposite page.

Rallies and Swap Meets
For inclusion ill our 1lext issue,fax details ofClub Eve1lts to 03 332-3531 by the 20th of February, 2000

Wellington Tour to Royal & Southland Veteran & Commercial Rallies March 4
SunAlliance Rally February 4-6 Canterbury Rear Wheel Brake Rally March 5

Wellington Club Captains Safari February 5-6 South Canterbury Mid Island Rally March 5
Northland Blackberry Run February 6 Wairarapa Rex Porter Memorial Rally March 10-11
Waimate Wallaby Rally February 12 Taupo Lake Taupo Rally March 10-12
Gore Festival Rally February 12 South Otago Motorcycle Rally March II
North Shore Concours D'elegance & Canterbury Jim Toohey Run March 11-12

Classic Car Show February 13 Northland Birthday Rally March 12
Hawkes Bay Alt Deco Februaty 19 Horowhenua Ted Green Motorcycle Rally March 12
Otago Dunedin to Brighton Gore Frank Robson Memorial Rally March 12

Veteran Rally February 19 Otago 16th National Motorcycle RaIlyMarch 12-14
Southland Southland Rally February 19 West Coast Scenicland Rally March 18
South Canterbury All American Day February 20 Waitemata Speed Weekend March 18-19
Wellington 2000 Commercial Vehicles Eastern Bay

Rally & Gymkhana February 26 Of Plenty 25th Anniversary Rally March 25
Canterbury Annual Motorcycle Rally February 26-27 Horowhenua Swap Meet March 25
Manawatu Ruahine Ramble February 27 Canterbury Commercial Rally March 25

Banks Peninsula Veteran Rally March 26
Auckland Commercial Carnpout March 3-5 North Otago All Day Rally March 26
r:lntprhllrv Root J=;~ir M "rrh Lt



Some Early New
Zealand Motoring
Highlights
May 20,1900
Cecil Wood of Timaru, who had built New
Zealand's first four-wheeled' motor car in
1897, successfully operated a motor cycle
using his "gunpowder" engine powered by
a mixture prepared by a local chemist.
November 1, 1900

The Christchurch Jubilee Industrial
Exhibition opened and a belt-driven Benz
Stuart motor car, bought in England by
Aucklander Arthur Marychurch for £168,
probably the first imported car in the South
Island, was put on display.

January 18, 1901

Charles Oates of Christchurch (already
the first New Zealander to be convicted of
a motoring offence when his car caused a
horse to bolt and he was fi ned £30)
completed the first long-distance car trip
when he reached Napier from Wellington
in his Benz which was capable of 55kmh.

October 1, 1902

The Motor Car Regulation Act was
passed requiring cars to have an audible
warning device and a white light at night
and giving local bodies the powers to set
"reasonable" speed limits.

July 16, 1903

The Wanganui Fire Brigade became the
first in Australasia to have a motorised fire
engine which was able to do 50 kilometres
an hour (l6kmh on hills) and pump 350
gallons of water a minute, but it was three
years before Wellington and Christchurch
bought motorised vehicles.
August 1, 1903

Arthur Cleave left Auckland in his 5
horsepower Locomobile steam motor car
on the first Auckland - Wellington car trip.
It took five days and went via Napier as no
roads existed in the middle of the island.

April 6, 1904

The Christchurch Motor Omnibus
Company took delivery of the first petrol
motor bus to be imported into New
Zealand, a 30-seater Stirling capable of 24
kilometres an hour at a cost of a penny a
mile to run.

August 30, 1905

The Motor Car Registration Act
required cars to be registered by local
bodies at 10 shillings a year. The first
licence plates had a letter denoting the
province and a number. In a scramble to be

Showdown at
Strasbourg
The sun really shone on us that day'

But it could not have been such a
s.ucc~s~ if e,nth,usiasts had not responded to

the first, motorists rushed the local bodies
in Wellington and several "W-I" plates
were issued.

December 26, 1905
The first full-scale motor race meeting in

the country was held at Addington in
Christchurch with 30 cars taking part and
the big race being won at more than 50
kilometres an hour by 18-stone Or Henry
Thacker (later an MP and mayor) squashed
into an 8 horse-power Beeston-Humber.

January 8, 1906

A five-day journey from Auckland by
way of Rotorua, Napier and Palmerston
North, ended in Wellington for participants
in the second car trial. Laek of sign posts
meant some competitors, including the first
woman to drive the route, EUen Crozier,
got lost more than once.

February 8, 1906

After a pioneering 22-hour motor car
trip from Timaru, Rudolph Wigley and
John Ru~hert'ord arrived at the Hermitage,
Mount Cook, at 4am. The trip established
the foundations of the Mount Cook Tourist
Company.
February 23, 1906

WB Leyland and JA Moody set out from
Auckland in a Darracq motor car for
Timaru, via Hamilton, Rotorua, Napier,
Wellington, Nelson, Greymouth, Otira Pass
and Christchurch. They reached Timaru 22
days later, but ended the adventure when no
tyres could be bought to continue to Bluff.

January 1, 1908

Ernest Shackleton's Nimrod, with 40
crew, dogs, ponies and a modified motor
car for sledge towing, left Port Chalmers
for the Antarctic, Shackleton got to within
130km of the South Pole.

The Advent of the
Motor Car

At a meeting of the Palmerston North
Borough Council in 190 I, "the large
amount of furious driving" taking place on
the streets was discussed.

In a letter to the editor of the Evening
Standard of July 28, 1903, a cyclist com
plained about the boorish behaviour of
drivers of horse-drawn vehicles.

But soon it was the motorists incurring
official wrath. Indeed, the first motorist in
the North Island to be hauled before the
court charged with reckless driving was the
Palmerston North owner of a 5hp
Humberette in 1904. The Magistrate found
he had caused a horse with a trap to bolt and
fined him £5 and costs, adding that motor
cars and their drivers were a public menace.

have, justifiably "vaccinated" Parliament
arians; we must now administer the
"booster shot".

The fight is not over yet, and we mustn't
let ourselves wallow in self-congratulation,
The overloaded calendar of the European
Parliament means that the Directive that

Another motorist around this time found
the same reaction when his car broke down
and he asked the driver of a passing trap for
a lift."Motor cars are the invention of the
devil and those who use them are doomed
to hell," he was told,

011 October 10, 1906, the Manawatu
District Council inserted an advertisement
in four newspapers cautioning drivers of
motor cars who travelled at more than
20mph through Manawatu County.

Palmerston North's
First Motor Car

The first owner and driver of a motor car
in Palmerston North was believed to be
GeOl'ge Wilson, a GP and surgeon. City
Council Archivist Ian Matheson says
several old identities of the 1960s told him
of Or Wilson and his motor car. A century
ago Or Wilson was well established in the
tOW11. Born in Glasgow and educated in
Edinburgh, Berlin and Prague, He was
resident physician at the Royal Infirmary
of Edinburgh and then the Edinbugh
Children's Hospital.

He emigrated to New Zealand in 1892
on the steamship Aorangi and settled in
Palmerston North, where he built up a suc
cessful practice, He took a lively interest in
sport and was honorary surgeon to the
Manawatu Racing Club,

In July 1902 Or Wilson became the first
driver of a motor vehicle in Palmerston
North, His car was an Oldsmobile with a
curved dash which had a top speed of
32kmh, or "one chug per telegraph pole".

But in neither the Manawatu Evening
Standard nor the Manawatu Daily Times
was there a description of the car in action.
The momentous event of the arrival of the
first car in the city gets no mention as news
in either paper. There is, however,
comment later in editorials,

The Evening Standard of August 23,
1902, says: '\;onsiderable interest was
experienced by those who watched the
motor car travelling the streets of
Palmerston North's the other day and much
speculation was rife as to the probabilities
of the latest description of locomotive
power being used to convey people and
packages. The really interesting stage in the
progress of the motor car as an adjunct to
modern civilisation is only beginn.i~g","

The Manawatu Daily Times says on
September 18, 1902: "On every hand there
are evidences that the era of the motor car
is upon us. We have already seen one
touring our own streets, and we learn from
several quarters that their advent is contem
plated in other parts, .. a Rongotea farmer
has ordered one from Home." •
beginning of next year. Thus we have two
months to pursue our course, taking care
that the "souffle doesn't collapse again".
Please write to your Members of
Parliament urging that they pile the
pressure on their European colleagues, •
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• Special package discounts.

• There's free windscreen, glass, headlight
and trailer cover.

Plus the NEW FREE benefit
available for your treasured
Vintage Car.

Here's just a few of the benefits you'll find
explained in your Privilege Package.

• How you can save up to 400/0 or more on
company premiums for home contents car
and boat.

• How 24 hour emergency phone assistance is
yours free.

• How your dub receives a commission on
every policy sold.

To find out what your VCC membership
entitles you to, phone us today on
0800 ')0') 90S [OI-vour OiLvilep:.e oack

0800 505 905



VINTAGE AUTO PARTS
ROAD AND TRACK SUPPLIES

PO Box 5369 Papanui, Clu'istchurch
Telephone (03) 352-0406

Goldies
Garage

OWEN P. GOLDSMITH
Proprietor

25 Years Experience

Vintage, P. v., P. W. & Classic Restoration

From start to the finished vehicle or just
repairs to component as required.

pyes Pa,
Tauranga.

Phone:
(07) 543-0061

Member

FORD & CHEVROLET
REPRO PARTS ._,~

'28-'48~

'OLD AUTO RUBBER'

V)]0lJ1GfAI Jf?
WIRING HARNESS

• Are you automatically covered for
any alterations/modifications you
do on your vehicle.

You are not covered automatically.
You need to inform us of any
modifications to your vehicle.

Applies to Vintage Car Club members
only. Please see the Royal &

SunAIIiance Vintage Car Club policy
document for more detailed wordings.

• If you have an accident and you're
not at fault, and make a claim on
your insurers do you still pay the
agreed excess?

If the third party's identity is
established then you are not required
to pay the excess.

• What variables determine your
premium rate and excess?

Where you live, type of vehicle,
modifications to the vehicle, your
age, driving history (e.g. any
convictions), claims history,
i.ntended usage patterns, value of
vehicle, theft prevention devices
(both car and garage).

• If you have an accident and your
vehicle cannot be driven, what will
Royal & SunAlliance do to help?

If there is a valid claim under your
policy, Royal & SunAlliance will
pay to transport you and your
immediate family to your home up
to a maxi.mum of $500. We will also
pay the costs of returning your
vehicle home following its repair or
if it was stolen, following its
recovery.

• Are you covered ifyour vehicle is in
storage?

You are covered while your vehicle
is in storage, is undergoing
restoration or is being conveyed by
another vehicle.

• If you are intending to participate
in trials and rallies will your vehicle
be covered?

You will be covered if the trials or
rallies are conducted under the
jurisdiction of the Vintage Car Club
of New Zealand.

• What happens to the wreck if your
vehicle is written off and the
insurer agrees to pay the full
agreed/market value? Can you get
the vehicle back? Does this incur a
salvage fee or must yOIl bid for it?

If we deem your vehicle to be a total
loss, you can retain any salvage. The
amount of the highest tender will be
deducted from your settlement.

• If your vehicle is in need of repairs
can YOlt select the repairer?

You may use the repairer of your
choice. Royal & SunAlIiance will
pay the equivalent of our assessor's
estimate for the damage. We offer a
Guaranteed Panelbeater scheme
which means that repairs carried out
by approved panelbeaters will be
guaranteed by Royal & SunAlliance
for the life of the vehicle with the
same owner.

AIRPORT GATEWAY MOTOR LODGE
CHRISTCHURCH

Apartment style units to suit all requirements, leisure
and business. Studio, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom suites.

Licensed restaurant. Secure off street parking.

Only 2kms from Airport, close to McLeans Island Club
Grounds, City Bus at Gates.

Proprietors: Errol and Kathryn Smith, VCC Members

RESERVATIONS 0800 2 GATEWAY. 080024283929
EMAIL: info@airportgateway.(o.nz

45 ROYDVALE AVENUE, CHRISTCHURCH 5 • PHONE (03) 358-7093 FAX (03) 358-3654



Mail
Bag

The editorial commillce reserve the right to
publish, edit or refuse publication of any item
submitted as comment.
The views expressed herein are those of the authors
and do nol necessarily express the policy or views
of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) or
the publ ishers.

Dear Sir,
Re: The photos inside the cover of

December-January Beaded Wheels.
These are taken on the intersection 01'

Crawford Street and Anderson' s Bay
Roads, Dunedin. To my memory the
Knowles Bros., (whose service station
appears) were hoteliers in Central Otago
and built some well known hotels in the
district. They would have left Central Otago
in the late 1940s. Other than this I have dif
ficulty in dating the photos. My guess is that
the cars are a Singer and a BSA.

Yours etc.,
Graham Dalton.

Dear Sir,
Re: The photos inside the cover of

December-January Beaded Wheels.
A quick and brief history. The location is

Crawford Street/Andersons Bay Road,
Dunedin. The event is an Otago Sports Car
Club Standing '/, mile (probably). The
OSCC did run a few similar events in the
late 1960s and early 1970s.

The date is most likely early 1950s,
Knowles Bros owned the service station,
during the war years and up until the early
50s then sold to McKinleys, leased to
Marsh's and finally to Sims Bros.

The site today is Autocourts Car Sales
and Showroom, the road is still used for
motorsport, as the dummy grid of Dunedin
Festival of Speed. When Autocourt Lld
demolished the workshop in the back
ground we discovered under the floor
boards 30 enamel signs.

Yours etc.,
Bob Woodford

Dear Sir,
The photo on the inside of the cover of

magazine No 241 seems to be the buildings
on the comer of Anderson Bay Road and
Cumberland Street in Dunedin, over the
road from the old Railway locomotive
sheds.

I can remember being in the Reilly's

deliveting a smashed car to the service
station in the mid 50s. The blick building
on the corner was a car dismantlers
premises in the late 50s - early 60s where
the parts were out in open top bins.

It was a real gold mine of parts for
anyone with old cars similar to those I had
then. First a 1937 Morris 8 sports, then a
750cc Renault, followed by a 1934 PB MG
4 seater sports. 40 years and 57 cars later I
am now the proud owner of a 1934 SS I
Saloon, but unfortunately will not be able to
be at Hamilton for the Rally 2000. Hope the
above information helps in identifying the
photo.

Yours etc.,
Trevor Reilly.

Dear Sir,
Re: The photos inside the cover of

December-January Beaded Wheels.
The photo depicts a sprint meeting in

Crawford Street, Dunedin in 1948. the
BSA is that of the Stanton Brothers and the
Singer is possibly that of Frank Coster. The
two fastest cars of the day were a Brough
Superior and a Railton.

Your etc.,
Trevor Timms

Dear Sir,
Re: The phOIOS inside the

cover qf December-January
Beaded Wheels.

I suggest that these depict the
annual timed sprint race held
along Crawford Street in
Dunedin and they would have
been taken some time tn the
1950s.

The photographs are of the ,'
start at the southern end of
Crawford Street near the intersection with
Andersons Bay Road and are looking south
with the Oval, which forms the infield for
much of the current Dunedin Street circuit,
and the Southern Cemetery on the hill in the
background.

I recall that halfway down Crawford
Street there was an underground toilet with
concrete walls right in the middle of the
street. This was well protected with hay
bales in case any competitor failed to keep
to their side of the street!

Yours etc.,
Brian Hall

Dear Sir,
I have had a number of replies regarding

the identity of the mystery engine featured
in Beaded Wheels No. 241, December
I 999/January 2000, page 10.

The most likely suggestion is that it is a
1914 12hp Swifl. lt seems that there are
none of this model in NZ so we cannot pos
itively confirm its identity.

If anyone else has anything to add I
would be interested to hear from them.

Thanks to those who wrote and rang
with suggestions.

The engine is available if anyone wants it.
Yours etc.,
W.R. lanes.

Dear Sir,
While wailing to have my hair cut I

FebruQly/March 1997 and on the 2nd page
is a picture of AS Russell & Co. garage in
Dee Street Invercargill taken many years
ago. The building is still there much the
same as in your excellent picture. It is now
a second hand furniture salesroom. I
worked there for a few years, it was a good
firm to be with. I was a motor mechanic and
one of about only four who has not fallen
off his perch. We had Chev cars and Buick
8 cars, all good to work on. I was there until
1950 when I left to start-up on my own and
after ten years of about 14 hours daily, 7
day weeks, sold out and bought a place in
Nelson and a wrecking company we had
started.

I have now been retired 2 I years and
restoring Vintage motorcycles, mostly
Ariel Square Fours, Norton, Velocette and
BSA, but gave this up when I turned 80 two
years ago. I still have the special gauge for
setting up Carter carb metering rods, also
some clips to assist in front universal dis
mantling and reassembly when doing
clutch repairs. It is better and quicker than
taking the rear axle assembly out and makes

a shorter overhaul only a 1'/, hour job;
anyone who has a lIse for them can contact
me and they can have some free.

Attached is a picture of a 1927 OEC
IOOOcc motorcycle I owned for quite a few
years. It had the KTOR racing engine. It
was one of only six made of this type and
the only one in New Zealand. I wish I still
had it now.

Yours etc.,
Percy L Shave
582 Main Road,
Stoke, Nelson

PS: In 1946 during a quiet spell at Russell's
we cleaned out the unsold parts amI
dumped two truck loads of De Dion Bouton
new parts, includinR complete fully
assembled new motors, at the Invercargill
rubbish tip to make room for Chevs, Buick
and Opel parts.

Dear Sir,
Once again Douglas Wood has con

tributed a most interesting article on our
motoring history with the story of George
Henning in Beaded Wheels Issue No 239.
To me, a non-Aucklander, the name
Henning was only associated with
Henning's Speedway and I knew nothing of
the man or of the part he played in the
motor industry and motor sport in the
Auckland region and throughout the whole
country. However the purpose of this letter
;.-. 1 (: I~~ ~.c t..; __w •••• __ ..



and maybe who were they
bought out by?

Enclosed is a photo of a Bates
Steel Mule tractor the same as
mentioned in the IF Andrews
story, As Beaded Wheels readers
are extremely knowledgeable on
early motoring etc this jig-saw
must be a breeze.

Yours etc
Alister McKenzie
53 Searells Rei
Christchurch 8005.

Dear Sir,
"Caught on Camera"
... a pre-war scene of a sleepy little

country village On the Canterbury Plains
with a popular conveyance passing
through?

Not so'
In fact it was an unfortunate and rather

expensive consequence of a recent Sunday
drive into the country to see friends and try
out our Hudson on the open road for the
firs! time, Not withstanding the $80 it Cost
to procure the print, full marks to the tech
nicians who developed a speed camera
capable of capturing this clear picture of
our car in such a topical setting!

Yours etc.,
Murray Smith

MechanicaJ Restorations
anJ Vinta~/~ares (1980)
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Dear Sir,
Some time around Beaded Wheels ISS/.le

203-2051993, an Index of the previous 200
issues was senl to members, It makes inter
esting reading and I am now lrying to piece
together the details of a writer and a story
and some of the comments made therein.

The story relates to a Bates Steel Mule
tractor which was railed to Temuka from
Chrislchurch around 1916 the writer was IF
Andrews, and this was in Beaded Wheels
Issue 4. 1955.
My questions are:
1. Who is or was IF Andrews?
2. His father was a successful importer of

various early cars in Christchurch and
was al lhal time in business in Temuka.
What were these cars
and where were the
premises of .IF
Andrews father in
Chrislchurch? and
Temuka?

3, Kemsley Milbourne
and Co Lld were
shipping agents and
imported early cars
and agricultural "con
traptions". Where
were theiI premises

about which Douglas says that after being
purchased by Dick Messenger "it never
raced again."

That is not the case as, post war, Dick
sold il to Ken Hemus who in turn sold it to
Ray Cowan. Ray then removed the two
seater sports car body and replaced it with a
neat design similar to the original. In this
form he competed in a number of sprinrs
and hillclimbs and also raced il at the
inaugural beach races at Tahunanui Beach,
Nelson 3 I Dec 1949 and 2 .Ian 1950. An
excellent photo appears on page 5 of Mike
Stephens' Book "The Tahunanui Beach
Malar Racing Years of the Nelson Car
Club 1949-1988". The Teams' race at this
meeting was won by the Wellington team
of R. Cowan TT Sunbeam, H Hollis MG
TC, AT Freeman Ihompson special.

Yours etc
AT Freeman

ps: Did Rob Shaml ever compete with it?

TE PUI<E
11 VINTAGE
QQlUTO BARN

Whet"e older ClH"S at"e "Uti IJrld loved,
- And some at'e for sale -

Ph: 07 573 6547
Te Puke - Rotorua Highv,lay(,uxt M Kiwifndt Co/m:l')')

THE FASCINATING HISTORY 01' MOTORING

Kingpin sets Engine Gaskets Gearbox gears
Suspension Pts. Steering Joints Crownwheel & Pinions
Spark Plugs Electrical fittings Wiper motors (Vac)
Engine bearings Shock absorbers Wheel cylinders & kits
Master cylinders & kits Shackles (pins & bushes) Ring gears & pinions
Rear Axles Water pumps & kits Clutch plates
Clutch covers Carburettors Fuel pumps & kits
Brake & clutch cables Pistons Steering box pts
Valves, springs, gUides Speedo cables Ignition parts
Timing gears & chains Lenses Engine Mounts
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Edendale Renal/It: Caption Says No3 and the Queen Mary. Presumably the names of the two cars,
although No 3 might be the child! Anyone know?

Buddy Blythe - a motoring

enthusiast who helped to

kindle enthusiasm for older

cars in New Zealand

before the war.

Scott Thompson

remembers him.. ,

M
y father never worked out for sure
why Buddy Blythe came the first
time, but there he was.

A big man with a pleasant
smile, the sort of pink face that wind and
weather make of a fair complexion, a slow,
almost drawling English way of talking,
which accelerated into rapid staccato when
he became excited or interested in some
subject.

My own hunch is that Buddy knew that
our firm's senior and much respected
driver, Jimmy Dick, was part owner of
what the French call a 40 CV Renault.
Buddy also owned a 40CV, all nine litres.

Commander BA "Buddy" Blythe
dropped into the office, literally out of the
sky, a man from another world.

Dunedin in the late 1930s was a pretty
down to earth place. The grey shreds of the
depression were slowly oozing back where
they had come from, somewhere north of
Mt Cargill, and it was business first. Buddy
belonged to the world's finest gent's club 
the Royal Air Force. Just too young for the
Great War (and as it turned out, just too old
for the next one) he held reserve rank of
Flight Lieutenant. Buddy was in New

By Scott Thomson

Zealand to establish commercial flying a~

part of life, being Chief Pilot for Union
Airways. As a missionary of speed and
safety, the part he, and a few others, played
in what we call the Vintage car movement
is largely overlooked and unrecorded. This
is as much of the story as I know, culled
from family folk lore.

For Buddy Blythe, speed in the air was
not particularly thrilling. Fast cars were
better - hence the Renault. Speed on water 
a yacht - was the ultimate, but does not
come into the Dunedin frame. Blythe's
executive officer experience had been with
201 Squadron at Calshot. Down those
slipways had gone not only the
Supermarine seaplanes of the high speed
flight which had won the Schnieder Trophy
for Britain and flown faster than ever man
had moved before, but also the silver multi
engined flying boats in which chaps set out
for the Mediterranean, India, the islands of
the East, and Australia. Calshot was the
NASA Space Centre of 1930.

Air travel must be assured and safe. In the
cockpit it was permitted for the Chief Pilot to
do some unofficial photography for a friend
or amuse himself by playing 'The Daring

The Ely/he Renaul/ 40CV

Young Man on the Flying Trapeze' with a
wry face and his mouth organ, but in flight
great care was taken to lose height slowly to
minimise painful ear popping. On the
ground there was much juggling with
starters so that all four airscrews (DH86B at
first) were at the same angle.

So on the road. Naturally a chap wanted
to go fast, but to attempt that in a slow car
was a major sin. Hence again, nine litres of
Renault. Blythe and my father became firm
friends. Although inclination and finance
had forced my father to limit his out of work
interests to malTiage, music and chemistry,
he had always been rather interested in cars.
There had been one in the family for many
years, and Blythe had found an attentive
pupil. Dad learned first hand about cars that
had only been names, lsotta (tankish), Hisso
(first class but occasionally freakish),
Bugs'n'alfas (exciting but needing many
changes of spark plug), and the preferred
make, Mercedes.

Playing the Old Game
Officer pay in the RAF was generous

enough for even juniors to buy a used car,
and with a vicious tax based on engine size
there were plenty of once expensive cars to
choose from, usually in poor condition.
Few of the young men in light blue cared
much about the external condition. There
was usually a choice of good mechanics on
station or at a nearby flying club or
fledgling airline who were happy to make a
bit on the side or fill in time for a couple of
beers all round.

An old game, which had gone on as long
as there had been cars, and before that no
doubt, horses. In the post war boom of
1919-20 it was brought to a higher art form
at the Royal Aero Club in Clifford St,
London. It was perfectly normal for a car,
sight unseen, to change hands several times
during a meal and come back to the original



Mercedes 381250. SS. 1930 with Corsica body. Not a plastic steering wheel bill bound with tape
which has llot had time 10 get llicely dirty.

the engine was hanging down at one corner.
A bolt soon fixed that. More serious for the
new owner was the failure of the speedo 
one of the American drum type for some
odd reason - to come up with anything
more than 47 mph.

These woes were poured into Blythe's
ears during a flying visit, but after a short
drive of the car at Taieri Airport the master
was not concerned. It was a good Ghost, a
splendid car, and who ever looked at t.he
speedo anyway? Famous for their mls-
lp~:u-t;"o "p.~

Another Ghost Story
"What you need, Tommy, is a Rolls."
Several weeks had passed without

progress. In vain my father protested that he
didn't have that sort of money.

"Can you get fifty pounds? I'll get you a
Rolls for fifty. I'll get you a big one for a
hundred!"

Still struggling to see himself at the
wheel, my father remarked that a small
Rolls would hardly have the sort of peJfor
mance they had often spoken of. At this,
Buddy Blythe sat up as if he had seen
another ghost:

"You can have any ruddy car you like,
but I'll get across London faster tl1an you
with a 20/25 Rolls."

It appeared that around the time of the
Alfa episode, the boys had agreed to do a
favour for Bunty Scott-Moncrieff, now less
red carpet, who had a delivery date for a
20/25.

The commanding seating, superb
controls and brakes, handy size, plus the
respect shown by London Bobbies on point
duty had all combined to leave Buddy and
Co, in yet another supercharged Merced~s,

well behind, struggling with wheelspm,
cobbles, back doubles and the possible
effects, legal and mechanical, of much use
of the Compressor.

Buddy was as good as his word. A few
weeks later he located a 1920 Silver Ghost in
Christchurch. Once the property of the
Anderson family of Southland, it had come
to Dunedin, apparently as a Cabriolet and
been somewhat lowered as a saloon. Oddly,
Dad was not aware of it. My own great
orandmother came up with 65 pounds, and I
Fw became part of the family.

This is a story about Blythe, not the
Silver Ghost, but sufficient to say it was
neither a thing of beauty nor in good
condition. Thomson senior pointed out that

noticed them on the way down? And
counted the number? The farmer should
certainly not have left them on the road.
The car stopped for Buddy to go back and
"reason with" the cow farmer, as if he were
a slack pilot.

Back in town, Buddy was not downcast.
The old game was sometimes like that.
Before leaving England he had set out
with the Conan Doyle boys, whose father
had created Sherlock Holmes. Denis
Conan Doyle owned a large 36/220
Mercedes, an object of great attraction
to Blythe who had so far possessed
nothing better
from Stuttgart
than large
Edwardians.

Object of the
hunt was a 1750
Alfa, either
offered or desired
by Denis's
brother, "AM",
who had owned,
among other
cars, a Grand
Prix Delage.
Unfortunately, as
the Alfa was

a ppI' 0 a chi n g Substalltial ghost: Chassis 1 FW
maximum speed
it had somehow slipped out of gear and
although no holes appeared in the
crankcase, it was appreciated it might not
be quite the same. There was no sale.

There were no hard feelings and the
evening began pleasantly with the "boys"
oettino out some of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle';'s whiskey. Conversation turned to
the spiritualiams which Sir Arthur had
made popular and 'respectable' after 1918
as a prospect of getting in touch with ~he

beloved dead. Half' in play, something hke
a seance developed, in which Blythe

This was new to father, who after a long
day began to doze with much to sleep on.
He woke in the passenger seat aware that
Buddy Blythe was taking a very odd line
indeed, counting under his breath. The car
stopped. Cows on the road. Hadn't Tommy

aristocrat, arrived at Brooklands with the
car and carefully rolled out a short length of
red carpet for his client to step in style from
the Ford 8. This was going too far!

Father was first offered a share in the
Dunedin 40 CV Renault, but for various
reasons, each a story in itself, it proved dis
appointing, specially as Blythe' sown
Renault far away in Palmerston North was
apparently going very well. Tuned wi~h

help from Union Airways ground staff,
it really would get close to 90mph and
climb the Paekakariki hill "at a good speed
in top gear".

Another 40CV, however, was known to
be lurking at Edendale, and on a routine
visit to Dunedin and the Thomsons, Blythe
suggested that the "old game" should be
played. .

As projected, this involved gettlllg a
Moth on the morrow, persumably from the
aero club, flying to Invercargill, borrowing
a 4 '/2 litre Bentley from a flying instructor
there who was as yet unaware of the plot,
inspect the Renault and return. This was
routine to Blythe but big game hunting with
a vengeance for young Tommy Thomson
who had not yet flown.

Alas, Dunedin dawned doubtful with
Invercargill typically worse and it was
agreed that Thomson senior should walk to
work while the hunters departed with l1lS
Austin 20. Edendale was reached, complete
with Renault. There was also a very old
closed Mercedes with sequential, not gate,
gear change, and a small German car called
a Fafnir. (I wonder what happened to them
all?)

No deal was done, and on the way home
my father made some confessions. Plainly
he had not driven the Dunedin Renault as
well as Jimmy Dick, nor Blythe himself.
Buddy was surprised. Hadn't Tommy
found his line? Didn't he know about line?
v ~.l....1.,'t- rl_; : 1,-1 •• 1 .- ~ "",11 : .....

up skilled at parting young men from cash
or car depending On the need of the moment
and though business was business it was
wise not to push too hard. The now
respected David "Bunty" Scott-Moncrieff,
anxious to make a sale to a young Indian
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ground photography had a more
serious purpose than pleasing friends
or backing their adventures. The
flying boat was called for. Blythe and
Cochrane too left New Zealand, their
contracts completed.

For a while, letters continued to fill
out the picture. Good old cars were
being seriously reboclied. The
Southern Motor Company - special-
ists in the small 20hp Rolls Royce 
and Corsica were good value. Others
by implication were to be avoided.
Phi) Paddon was a splendid chap as
dealers went, free with pictures, not
too secretive about what he had paid
for a car, and turning out leaflets that
showed buying a good older car was
sound economic sense. Be sure their
owners in New Zealand needed
support. Spares were a long way away
and an older car was the subject of
jokes then, though "priceless" now.

Buddy soon gOI his longed for
Men:edes, a 38/250, probably from
Scott-Moncrieff, and had a wonderful
holiday with it in France, August
1939.

His last letter, dated 1942, makes
touching reading. He was stuck in
commercial aviation, a trained man,
while boys did a man's job. He tried
to assure his New Zealand friends that
the Japanese had no great interest in
mountains and mutton. He looked
forward to again going to France with
friends in something "plain crazy like
a Type 55 Bugatti".

Through flying circles my father
learned that Blythe was a senior
executive in Skyways, the charter
company that played a noteable part in
the Berlin airlift with their Avro Yorks.

Contact with Coehrane was re~

established in 1958, when he returned to
celebrate the 21 st birthday of the RNZAF.
He too had lost contact with Blythe.

I came upon one reference years later in
Motor Sport magazine. A reader wanted
details of a chain driven Mercedes, possibly
owned long ago by a pilot namcd Blythe.

One of the "few" who helped preserve
some of the cars we admire.

Bigger and Better
A still larger toy for the boys put down

on Otago harbour a few months later:
Imperial Airways Short flying boat,
G-ADUT "Centarus". The man from
Calshot was riding along, although strictly
it wasn't his responsibility, and there is
some memory of Cochrane coming 100. It
was hinted that a side trip might be possible
but things were not quite as before. Air to

Imperial: Short C Class G-ADUT in Dunedin steamer basin.
Slythe has got ctll four props standing 10 allentions in the 4-8
12 position'

Torn between faith in his friend and
the feeling he was the owner of a rather
large grey elephant, Dad fell back on
his scientific training. ThomsoLl senior,
now with a new Citroen Big 15, was to
pace him at 30, 40 and if the ruddy
Rolls would rev so far, at 50mph.

All went well at 30. At 40 the
Citroen driver seemed to have misun
derstood the instructions and at 47 was
a dwindling dot. After llluch father and
son speech of the 1110re private kind it
occurred to both that there was
something wrong. In fact the speedo
was incorrectly assembled and the car
had been doing a little over 70' In con
sequence a Jaeger Chronometric
speedo was fitted. One of my earbest
memories is watching with excitement
at each little flick of the pointer as
another mile per hour was added to our
speed, or with sllspense as click by
click it fell back on a hill.

Slow Progress
While small things on the Ghost

were being attended to, Buddy turned
up again with an old RAF friend. As
well as flying Dunedin's fledgling jet
set, he had been "floating around the
country with the chap in a Miles
Whitney Straight. In fact they had
looked for possible military airfield
sites: Ohakea being one result. The
name was the Hon RA Cochrane,
organiser of the RNZAF.

It was time for another lecture.
Going fast was one thing, but it took
engineers and a driver of the highest
quality to give equal pleasure in going
slowly. Talking as excitedly as ever,
working away with hand throttle,
ignition and mixture controls, Buddy August 1939. Fmuce: Blythe with Mercedes.

was not aware that his walking pace top
gear progress had enabled Cochrane to
leave the back seat, drawing the owner with
him and silently closing the coach built
door, leaving the driver to complete the
instruction and journey entirely on his own!

Quite a shy man, Blythe believed that
transport on wings or wheels should be
properly handled and presented to effect.
Dunedin traffic was quieter then, but few
noticed the aircraft coming in with engines
well throttled back, until the equivalent of
two Harvards joined together opened up
right over the Octagon. The Lockheed
Electra and the all metal monoplane age
had reached Dunedin.

Got away' Recently rebodied hy Carlton, this 1931 Phantom IllI'as a great buy in the late '30.1.
~ , .. ~ . . .



Welcome to the first VIC Vintage
column of the 21 st century. Have you
thought that all our Club eligible vehicles
with the exception of some early Veteran
vehicles were made in the last century.

Just recently I completed the 1400th
Vehicle Identity Card. This total includes
vehicles dati ng from 1891 through to 1970,
encompassing a variety of makes and
models now totalling over 150 different
marques. I cast my mind back to remember
some of the wonderful vehicles I have
approved over the Jast twelve months. It is
a privilege and a pleasure to be involved in
this way within a club that has such a vast
variety of vehicles within our membership.

Veteran Vehicles
The Veteran vehicles reflect a period of

greater difference from cars of today. One
of the greatest differences lay in what was
flattered by being described as the all
weather protection. The windscreens were
rarely as wide as the bodywork, resulting in
all kinds of weather swirling around the
edges. Dressing up to go motoring was
quite a prolonged business - especially for
the ladies. Mechanical reliability was in
many cases questionable especially as far
as the tyres were concerned. But no one
knew any better, and motorists were
prepared to put up with the inconvenience.
Today our Veteran owners enjoy better

Sponsored by

ROYAL &
SUNALUANCE

Insurance

Rod Brayshaw
Nationa/ Regis/rar

roads, and surprisingly can still achieve
good average speeds despite the effect of
increased traffic. The Veteran vehicles I
have approved and indeed those I have yet
to see, are an important asset to our Club.

The Vintage Car Club of New Zealand
(Inc.) Vehicle Identity Card

I would like to take this opportunity to
remind you of the procedure to obtain a
Vehicle Identity Card. The National Office
and I have cleared the backlog and are
looking forward to approving your vehicle
this year.

The Historic Vehicle owner will
describe the motor vehicle within the
recognised categories, as a self-declaration
using a specially designed application form
to identify all areas of the motor vehicle's
specification and the manufacturer's identi
fication numbers. The Branch Committee
in the region where the applicant resides,
can then verify, sign off and forward this to
The Vintage Car Club of New Zealand
(Inc.) National Office for acceptance, and a
Vehicle Identity Number will be issued.
Once the database entry for the accepted
vehicle is complete, a Vehicle Ideutity Card
will be generated from the National Office
computer. One of the three identical
supplied prints (R3, 3R, 9cm x 13cm) of a
colour photograph of your vehicle will be
laminated to the appropriate page, and
sealed with an embossed stamp. The
Vehicle Identity Card will have a term of
I() years, or will terminate within this time
if significant changes are made to the motor
vehicle, or when ownership of the Historic
Motor Vehicle changes.

Historic Motor Vehide Date of
Manufacture & Authenticity
Statement.

I have now approved 177 Historic Motor
Vehicle Date of Manufacture &
Authenticity Statements. It is encouraging
to see that a number of members are
rebuilding vehicles. The above total reflects
vehicles nearing completion.

Please attach a note marked "urgent" to
your application for a "Vehicle Date of
Manufacture & Authenticity Statement".
This will ensure priority status throughout
the process. This statement will assist with

compliancing your Historic Motor vehicle
and the eventual Registration for road use.

I would like to remind members to
please send their Vehicle Identity Card
application forms to their own branch for
verification. If practical difficulties are
experienced with processing or viewing a
vehicle then yOllr branch will make contact
with the National Office, to arrange to seek
help from a neighbouring Branch.

Sale of Vehicles
Remember, if you have sold a vehicle,

please return your Vehicle Identity Card to
the National Office and if possible advise
the new owners name. The new owner may
apply for an updated Vehicle Identity Card
from the National Office of The Vintage
Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.).

Archives
The Vintage Car Club of New Zealand

(Inc.) is maintaining a database of Historic
Vehicle numbers and their identity in New
Zealand.

Many of the applicants for a vehicle
Identity Card have included with their
application either a full copy of their partic
ular vehicle's history since it was manufac
tured, or photocopies of literature relating
to the vehicle type in general. This is all
excellent material and is gratefully
received. The motor vehicle history that is
being gathered as a result of the Vehicle
Identity Card system will enhance and
grow our archives, and ensure our position
as the Historic Vehicle Authority of New
Zealand.

Royal & SunAlliance Rally 2000
I will have a small area at the Royal &

SunAlliance Rally 2000 in Hamilton during
February at Rally Headquarters shown as
No. 5 in the Mystery Creek site map in the
Rally Programme, for members to
complete a Vehicle Identity Card applica
tion form. The Rally will provide many
opportunities to take that special photo
graph of your vehicle. I will be available
from time to time throughout the rally to
provide assistance if required.

I would like to wish everyone all the
best for the year and safe and enjoyable
motoring for the twenty-first century. •

BRITISH BIKE PARTSl
.,~ "HA T

* NEW ZEALAND'S LARGEST STOCKIST
* FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE - VISA AND BANKCARD
* PRICE LISTS FOR PRE-UNIT BSA AND TRIUMPH MODELS
* ALSO SOME POST-WAR AMC SPARES

AMAL Lucas
BRITISH MOTORCYCLES & SPARES LTD.



THE WAY WE WERE
Compiled by Leigh Craythorne

From ,the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) Archive

1912 De Dionlollowing full restvrafio/l - at Canterbury Branch
grounds, Cllller Park, McLeans Island.

(belonging to his father, Frank Saunders Snr
before him) was used as the family vehicle
as well as for farm use. Frank was a very
successful nurseryman and Saunders
Nursery on the North Road, lnvercargill,
was well known to most people, It was a big
car, remembered for the many highly
developed ideas that it Lncorporated, It was
equipped with kerosene lights, a siren that
worked off the exhaust system, (this had to
be surrendered to the Invercargill fire
brigade for £5 compensation, because it was
illegal). The spare tyre was very innovative
in respect that if you were to get a puncture,
firSt you could try blowing it up with the
compressed air provided by the pump on the
running board. If that fai.led, the spare tyre
was made to clip on tJle outside of the
offending one and form an outer dual. This
generally got them home.

It was much later (in 1976) that Frank
entrusted the car into Bob's care and work
on restoring the vehicle was started. It was
not until February 1983 that a total restora
tion was started in earnest - a massive
project, resulting in an immaculate restora
tion of this impressive vehicle.

Many long hours of loving work and
attention by Bob Brookland (with the
SUppott of his wife Lesley) went into this
restoration in memory of Frank Saunders,
his late father-in-law and friend. (Details of
how Bob tackled this project were repotted
in "Beaded Wheels" Number 148 June, July
1984 - recommended as interesting
reading).

Today, this magnificent vehicle has
returned to Invercargill to the safe hands of
Bob's son Frank Brookland (member of
VCC South land and Frank Saunders Snr's
great grandson). There is no doubt that more
chapters will be added to the history of the
De Dion, but we can be rest assured that
future generations of Frank SatJnders' family
will be proud gllardians of this Southland
legacy.

refusal by an owner to
sell or give us a car,
nor have we found that
they want to charge us
absurd prices for the
vehicles."

The De Dion
Bouton is on loan to
Messrs. Lyons and
Sharp until after the
provincial centennial
next year, but they
hope to be able to buy
it at a later date. The
body was built in 1912
in Invercargill for a
Miss Holms, of
Waimahaka, who died six months after
the car was ready. It was then taken over
by her brother, A.S. Holms.

The original price was about £1,300
but it was bought in 1919 by F.
Saunders, InvercargiIl for about £600.
When he died it remained in the posses
sion of his widow. When searching for
old cars, My Lyons remembered putting
lights on to the car as long ago as 1927
and he thought it would be a good idea
to resurrect it for the Royal Visit pro
cessions. He found it had not been used
for twenty seven years and to get at it,
two tons of lignite had to be shifted and
grass which was growing above the
doors had to be chopped away.

Veritable Reprieve
Today, it would be difficult to

imagine the same car. It has been put
into running order, its paintwork
glistens and brass shines in a manner to
do credit to a battleship. The 23hp
engine has four cylinders in two
separate blocks. It is a seven-seater and,
old-fashioned though it may be, some of
the features embodied in it are still in
some of the best English cars of today.
They have the same type of differential
- no housing and straight axle and the
shafts are on carbon bearings .. ,"

Now for the happy follow up story.
forty five years later.

When speaking to Bob Brookland,
(Canterbury Branch member and restorer of
the vehicle), I learned that not long after the
write up in 1955, the car had been returned
to the owner (Frank Saunders Snr), unfortu
nately left on a di.rt floor on flat tyres and not
put on blocks.

Over the following years, many people
made offers for the car, but the love that
Frank Saunders Jnr and his wife Hazel had
for this vehicle was far stronger than any

Resurrected. The grass ollce grew untieI' the
feet of this 1912 De Dion Bouton car, but
when Jack Lyons (left) and "Shack" Sharp,
the energetic "moving parts" of the
SOlllhland Vintage Car Club, got hold of
her, she took on a new look anti new lease
of life. "

1912 De Dion Bouton Returns Home
to Invercargill

Now wouldn't that newspaper headline
grab your attention!

No, I haven't found this among the
newspaper items held at National Archives,
but I did find the following - of special
interest, as South land Branch recentJy cele
brated their fortieth year of Branch status
within the Vintage Car Club of New
Zealand Inc. (Joined 29 September 1959,
founded as Southland Vintage Car Club on
20 December 1954.)

Nothing Rusty about Vintage
Car Club in Invercargill
By the InvereargiU Correspondent of the
New Zealand Free Lance (2 March 1955)

A craze which has been sweeping
over England, the United States of
America, Australia and, more recentJy,
New Zealand, has reached Southland. It
is the interest in vintage and veteran
cars. Three months ago, a group of
enthusiasts in Invercargill, decided to
follow Auckland, Hamilton,
Christchurch and Dunedin and form a
club.

Already this club has more than fifty
financial members and the interest of
many others. Among them they own or
have been loaned twelve cars and three
ancient motorcycles.

The two men behind the formation
of the club were Jack Lyons and C.
("Shack") Sharp, who share interest in
three cars, a 1912 De Dion Bouton, a
1904 auto-carriage and a 1915 Buick.
"These three cars," the men said, "are
veterans, belonging to the period before
1918. Cars between the years 1919 and
1930 are the vintage models. Our search
for these old models has taken us to
many parts of Southland and the Lakes
County, but rarely have we met with a



saying goes. A bit sneaky but easy for us to
sort out and record. We did have a fair
selection of gravel roads which took in the
road over the Raggedy Range and general
Moa Creek area with some marvellous
views on both sides with the Remarkables
to the West and the Hawkdun Range in the
north east looking a real picture at this time
of the year. It will be a different story in
another few months though when summer
really sets in.

While everyone was enjoying them
selves, the very capable team, consisting of
Lesley and Tav Miller with Wendy and
John Martin, produced a meal and fed well
over 100 hungry souls and we must say a
special thanks for a job well done. Thanks
team, the next job is yours as well.

They also had a special cake made and
with all the decorations on it looked too
good to cut up. However, in due course the
two foundation members were persuaded,
under threat of another use for the knife, to
cut into it and supply everyone with a tasty
piece, very nice, we certainly enjoyed ours
anyway. Our Chail1nan, Alon Mayhew

Above: The Barry Walker's Oakland,
tranporting the "Old Princess".
Above left: This is our own car, 1939 Master 85
Chevrolet Coupe in original condition, it has
just passed the 100,000 miles genuine. We
bought it from the first owner 35 years ago and
know the history. The car is used regularly and
we feel very secure driving it.

Leji: The Hawke Chrysler in procession.
Below: A lineup at the Clubrooms.
Below right: Jack Loudon (left), Wilf Miller
(Right) CUlling the anniversary cake.

CENTRAL OTAGO

25th Anniversary
by jack Loudon

Phot05 Wilf Miller, A/an Mayhew, jack Loudon

Miller's Chrysler 70 getting the Concours
and my Chev the Overall trophy. (No back
handers either)

With the Branch 25th Anniversary
coming up in 1999 it seemed appropriate
that we should do the organising and
running of this event as well, so we volun
teered our services. Over the years we have
been involved wid1 a lot of events and will
state here for all to see 'This is definitely
the last one.'

We spent many hours on deciding what
sort of event it would be with the odd tricky
bit to confuse the unwary, yet with simple
instructions and easy to read. I think we
managed this okay induding having our
time trial on the last section on Highway 8
from Alexandra to Cromwell, where the
entrant had to nominate their speed of
either 30-40 or 50mph. This worked very
well and no faster traffic was held up at any
stage from what we were told on the day.

We had a silent check unmarked, with
two members marking cars and times as
they went past. This was a few kilometres
before the finish at the Clubrooms, pot
hunters were in for a surprise to be
informed their times were already recorded
5-10 minutes earlier. This certainly sorted
out the men from the boys (or girls) as the

1974 was a big year for Vintage

motoring in Central Otago.

The local movement was granted

Branch status under the auspices of

The New Zealand

Vintage Car Club (INe.)

A
decision was made early in 1974
to hold a rally to tie in with the
Blossom Festival weekend, which
is a major event in Alexandra each

September. This was called the Blossom
Rally and still is today and while we are
limited by the number of roads we can use
without making it too long, interesting
routes have been produced every year. This
first attempt with only a handful of
members meant some of us would have to
be workers as well and have a friend drive
our vehicles. Fellow foundation member
Wilf Miller and myself and drew the short
straw and helped to do the organising and
this resulted in a very good days outing and
successful event with 21 entries. Major
prizes were won by our own branch -Wilf



1935 Auburn

1966 Hillman

1966 Ford Mustang

1939 Chevrolet Coupe
1940 Vauxhall

1928 Model A Ford

1952 Chevrolet

•

Post Vintage
1st Equal
Alister Graham
Alon Mayhew
Post War
Bill Mclnelly
P60v
Dave Manson

Concours
Vintage
John Gordon
Post Vintage
Phil Dunstan
Post War
Wally Ollerenshaw 1952 MG TD
P60v
John Noble

Quiz
Trevor Hawke

Best lady Driver
Bev Mclvor 1929 Dodge Coupe

Best Young Navigator
Ben Mayhew (Dave Manson)

Greatest Distance Travelled
Terry Meadows 1928 Plymouth

unusual as some of
them have been to
quite a number of
Blossom Rallies over
the years and must
have had other com
mitments this time.

Must put in a word
for ourselves here as
we have been on
every run bar this
year's rally with the
same old 1939
Chevrolet Coupe
which has proved a
most reliable car over
our 35 year ownership
for an unrestored and

original vehicle, long may it continue.
Happy motoring to all in the year 2000.

25th Anniversary Rally 25th September
1999 Results
Overall Winner
Alon Mayhew 1940 Vauxhall

Time Trial:
Vintage:
Robert Duncan 1930 Chrysler 77

reckoned that as it was our event we should
do the prize-giving. This turned into quite
an hilarious part of the evening and kept the
crowd entertained for well over an hour
with lots of fun, as it was entirely spur of
the moment to produce a few laughs and
not quite make idiots of ourselves (this
could be disputed by some unnamed
members).

Even with our 52 entries we didn't have
even one from the first rally which is

Phil DUlls/an's 1935 Auburn Speeds/er.
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comply with NZCMRR regulations. I have
not as yet found a barrel type carburettor,
and for the methanol fuel, 1 use an early
brass TT type. A replica grass track type
machine is currently under restoration.

It has been and still is a consuming
interest, along with a 1948 Mk 8KTT

Line lip of restored 3501.'(' Harley-Davidsolls, Lef; to right
/926 side-valve. /927 OHV Magneto Model with carbide
lighting, /928 side-valve (with front brake), /929 TT
rolld ruee replica "Peashooter".

Top: /929 "Peashooter" Harley TT raadrace replica on
Pukekohe race track /998,
Above: /9292-port "Sports Special" in police blue.

in the 1927-28 era. These had gearboxes,
road-going type forks, special steel
flywheels, and barrel carburettors,
although some tuners fitted the "Binks"
rat-trap types. These machines were
highly successful in competition, along •
with their speedway counterparts, on
beach and track racing, for many years.

Roadgoing models equipped with
magnetos were export only, and are a rare
item in USA today.

In 1960 I purch[lsed my first Harley
Davidson restoration project for the grand
sum of £I! completely dismantled, and
minus the gearbox. Enquiries uncovered
another frame, with a gearbox in it, and!
horrors, T had to pay £3 for this?
Completed in 1961, the little machine
served me for years with total reliability,
winning the 1964 North Island Rally
Concours, rides around Mt Egmont,
Tauranga Rally, Whangarei Rallies, a win
in the Hunua 100, and in later years a win
in the first Auckland VCC Annual
Motorcycle Rally, amongst many others.
Later, I upgraded to a 1927 OHV 350 and
attended national rallies at Blenheim, and
numerous other runs.

Always on the lookout for parts at
swapmeets, I also had a generous hand
out of parts years ago, from GeOl'ge Light Bruce Andersull on his /926 side-vlIlve Harley-DlIvidson.
in New Plymouth. This helped estab- V& V Club Gynlllic at FIll/bush. Auckland /963.

lished an excellent base for restoration
projects over 40 odd years, and now I
have had various models from 1926 to
1929. My most recent effort is a 1929 2
port OHV TT roadracing "Peashooter"
replica, which I have raced successfully at
recent classic racing register events.

Considerable development has gone into
its resurrection, to make it hang together on

Article and photos by Bruce R Anderson

My Obsession
3S0cc Harley-Davidson's of the 1926-1932 Period

W
ith Harley-Davidson's front line
early singles and twins holding
sway from their inception, and the
experiment with the Douglas

inspired flat-twin, there was a gap of a year
or two when Harley-Davidson needed to
come up with a 35()cc machine to contest
the Indian "Prince".

Harley-Davidson prudently began to
develop their range of singles, that is the
CA side-valve, and AA overhead valve. (B
or BA if fitted with electrics)

In August 1925 "The Motorcycle"
magazine published a road test on a Model
B. Their tester stated that these little Harleys
were already beuoming known as
"Peashooters", which was made in reference
to the short stub rncing exhaust pipes on the
speedway and grass track models.

They were ideally suited to colonial use,
as their manners on the loose-metal roads
of the day were exceptionally good. Old
timers have told me as well, that its durable
coil ignition and solidly made
generator/distributor system, made it
incredibly reliable in comparison with
English machines, and with 100mpg
possible, it was the ideal "go-to-work"
machine. A good many of these 350s have
survived in New Zealand and Australia,
where they arc known as the "Harley Pup".

The speedway/grasstrack types had a
shortened frame and petrol tanks, just a
countershaft, 28" wheels, and special forks
with a sprung cnd. A Bosch magneto was
used and a barrel type racing carburettor.
Various "hot brew" fuels were used to cope
with the high compressions, aided by a
hand operated oil pump on the outside of
the tank to supplement the engine oil feed
pump.



free, the balls will transmit concerted
movement of the outer races to the centre
race. Rotation of races A in one direction
will cause equal and opposite rotation of the
centre race B. This is the Hayes method of
transmitting the drive.

Fig 3 shows the transmission in diagram
matic sectional form. Firstly, it will be seen
that the curvature of the two outer races and
the double centre race has been increased
and they present toroidal surfaces of glass
smooth steel. Hardened steel rollers have

reliability of that device, for it has been
evolved with all the intensive experience
gained in the evolution of its prototype.

Fig 2 shows such a bearing comprising
two outer tracks or races A, and a double
centre race B, with, between them, two sets
of balls in cages C. If these cages are
restrained from rotating and the races are

Fig 3. On comparing this sectional diagram of
the essential components of the Hayes
transmission with a diagram of the double ball
thrust bearing, a similarity is immediately
obvious. In this diagram th.e rollers (in place of
balls) are shown in three positions (1,2 and 3).
AA are the outer races, and B is the centre
race.

8
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by Bob Hayes

TRANSMISSION

Operation
"The success of the Hayes Selfselector

Transmission is due, firstly, to the years of
research devoted to its pelfection and,
secondly, to its fundamentally sound princi
ples of design.

Its novelty lies ill its application, not in
its mechanical construction, for its
prototype, the double ball-thrust bearing
(see Fig 1) is a simple yet efficient
mechanism which has been in universal
service for many years with unqualified
success. As the Hayes Selfselector
transmission is virtually a variation of the
double ball-thrust bearing, it can
legitimately claim to have inherited the

Fig 2. This diagram shows the transmission
provided by the balls in a double ball-thrust
bearing when the ball cages C are anchored
and the outer races A rotated together. The
"'nl'.- ;"" .-",,,,,1,,; ....... r>; ..... ",,. .. ,.,.1 ,.."rI ,... ............... ;,'"FiR J. The normal double ball-thrust bearinf! is

mack in 1996 when Emma, a 1934
• Austin 18 two door coupe,
I appeared in an article in Beaded

Wheels 222 as a result of winning
the cup for the Restoration of the year, I
made reference to the fact that I had fitted a
Borg Warner 65 Automatic Transmission to
supplement the original Hayes variable
speed gear-box.

A lot of water has gone under the bridge
since then, and to my delight an advertise
ment in an English magazine led me to be
the owner of what I believe is the only
Hayes transmission left in existence. There
were 50 produced. Emma has aroused con
siderable interest from enthusiastic club
members everywhere. I have been
showered with literature from old
magazines, the odd drivers manual and
many leaflets, all very much appreciated.

Austin released no workshop manual for
these boxes.

I will endeavour to explain the trials and
tribulations of the recovery of this brilliant
engineering feat of the twenties by Frank
Anderson Hayes, John Leslie C1audsley and
Herbert Austin.

There were 15 separate patents in all. The
original was Hayes' idea. Then Claudsley
Engineering and later Austin was to produce
and sell it. FOltunately I have been able to get
copies of those patents, which have played a
part in the recovery.

I purchased the gearbox without any
reference to condition or even if complete.
No bargaining on price. I wanted it
regardless!

After a few anxious weeks awaiting the
arrival from England, I proceeded to
dismantle the unknown. I found major
repairs necessary.

Maybe 1 should try to explain the
working of its mechanism to help you
understand its intricacies.

The following is an extract from an
original handbook which surfaced in
Auckland.
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that part of the ball which is superfluous, not
being required for contact with the races, has
been dispensed with. With the rollers in
position I, able to rotate on their own axis
yet unable to travel round the races through
being anchored to an outside object, the
transmission of movement from the two
outer races A to the double centre race B will
be exactly the same as described in respect
of the double ball-thrust bearing (fig 4).

As the rollers, when in position (I)
rotate on tracks of the same diameter on
both A and B, the speeds of A and B will be
identical (although in opposite directions).
If however, the rollers are tilted to occupy
positions (2) we find that a variation of
speeds is secured, for the rollers are driven
by a small diameter and transfer the dri ve to
a large diameter. If the diameter of contact
on A is one-quarter of that on B, the ratio of
the drive will be four to one. A will revolve
four times whilst B revolves but once.

Varying the ratio is merely a matter of
rocking and so steering (or precessing) the
rollers to engage with the races on differing
diameters, and, given a gradual form of
control, an infinite variation of ratio is thus
rendered possible between the limits of the
angular movement of the rollers."

Now you have a better understanding of
its operation. Initially I built up the pits in
the centre cone, replaced all bearings
except the centre cone one and built up the

rollers. They had to be exactly three inches
diameter and 'I, inches wide. I bad to make
a jig that would revolve and grind the
surface into a ball shape. The regrinding of
the two ends and double centre cones was
very time consuming.

I was able to purchase 75mm-3mm
grinding discs and made a tool post electric
grinder to run horizontally and resized the
discs to suit and reground the four cones.

However, after assembly and some trial
running, severe slipping occured. The built
up rollers had collapsed. I then purchased
some E.N.39 B case hardening steel, made
new rollers, grinding them with the jig I had
already made. To prevent a repetition of the
new rollers collapsing I made them '/,"wide
instead of 'I." . The carrier would accommo
date this. I then reground 'I"," on the edge of
each one degree further to give a taper edge
to the contact surface of the rollers.

The preload pressure of the cones and
rollers is about l400lbs but under drive the
load is many times more.

The large centre cone was the next job in
the lathe. Further special tooling equipment
was made to shape the inner cone. The
centre ball-race outer surface is part of this
cone, so a ball track was ground and balls
assembled within the cage and riveted. I
had the parts hardened to the better side of
62 Rockwell and that's tops.

Performance improved immensely. The
transmission was quiet, but this was short

lived. More slipping when hot. Drivex was
the original fluid but no reference could be
found with any oil company. It had an
extremely high shear force and non slip
qualities. The nearest substitute was C90
diluted with 25% Kerosene. However this
also failed at high temperatures. I then
made modifications to the relief bypass.
This helped a little.

After reading an article about Rover
doing a test run with a Hayes Transmission,
further research led me to Torotrack in
England. The engineer I corresponded with
confirmed that they had redeveloped the
Hayes unit. I do have diagrams of their
workings, which are most interesting.

The oil they were using was coming
from the United States. A very expensive
special lubricant. Twenty litres was tbe
minimum I could purchase. It was then
necessary to fit Vitron oil seals. After yet
another test run I had to reverse modifica
tions that had been previously made to suit
other oils. The performance now is nothing
less than magic. Being in the transmission
industry for many years and working on
numerous types of automatics I have no
hesitation in saying the Hayes Self Selector
Transmission exceeds all others in many
ways, it finds its own ratio on any incline.
Unlike the auto box changing up and down
as you climb. Alihough it is necessary to
pull the column lever down for engine
braking down hills.

Above: A sectiOlwl view of the complete transmission. (I) is the clutch shqfi which transmits the powltr to the drive shaft (2), to which are dogged the
Oilier driving races (3 and 4). The rollers and carriers (5), which are supported by the fixed assembly (6), transmit the drive to the centre race (7), from
which it is taken by the drum (8), to the propeller shaft. The .spring washers that provide the initial end pressure on the assemhly (Ire shown at (9). This
\Iip,!! ,"11\'11 \,hnl.l!\' ,Ill" rt.>vPI·(',() nOli ... ud,irh n;IlP(' ..lirol'l A";\I/l11-';lh nn {')p,,,'{' ;.-1 J"1~H:h rn,' I'F'lJ·',l.'''"Y/ rllv'/ n,-n,,;,}"" •. r""••·.'fl , .. L.", ... t ... ~, "",,. "I-.~;._ .. ~.~ _ _ •• _ .•• _ .. _J



many small branch lines as any country in
the world, and the Railways Department
has for some time past been experimenting
unobtrusively with a view to discovering
what type of railcar would be most suitable
for service on shorter runs.

Judging by the two motor railcars which
were landed by the Kurow from Wellington
yesterday, the Department's efforts would
appear to have been crowned with success,
and if the short ride which a reporter was
privileged to have in one of them is any
criterion they should meet the needs of the
travelling public admirably."

There were some difficulties despite
early positive publicity even before the
railcars went into service. In a letter to the
Railway Board on 5 April 1926 Mr Lynde
wrote "Ford Rail Motors: It is evident from
the trial made that one Ford will not haul
another in service, but I would point out
that this was not the original idea. My idea
was simply to design a car suitable for light
traffic and I was given to understand that
there was suitable work for such a car and
am not convinced now that this type of car
could be used to advantage on the New
Zealand Railways." The Railways were
lumbered with two orphans and essentially
had to find somewhere to best operate
them. Many proposals were suggested
including the Greytown Branch, delivering
_____________ L_&- __ .____ "1_11: __ ... __ __...I

now set at 25
30mph, this
being main
tained until
Edendale
was reached
at lOAD. All
through the
23 miles to
this station,
there was an
entire
absence of
rocking and,
but for the
throbbing of
the engine

vibration the
to that of a

and just a shade of
sensation was similar
railway carriage.'
The Ensign at Gore also carried a story

about the railcars on 27 May 1926 starting
as follows. "For the extent of its network of

headed "Come to Stay; The Rail Motor:
Trial Run on Glenham Line - A Signal
Success: If yesterday's trial run of the
newly established rail motor is any criterion
of the work it is capable of, then it is safe to
suggest that this novel conveyance has
come to stay, and that unlimited possiblities
will unfold themselves as it gradually
becomes established."

'The pace was

"An innovation with
possibilities bordering on

the portentous is the motor
railcar which has been

adopted by the Railways
Department..."

n Beaded Wheels No 138 Oct-Nov
1982 is a photograph of a Model T
Ford Railcar RM 4. This unique
vehicle has been rebuilt by the

Pleasant Point Museum ancl Railway and
has involved a number of Vintage Car Club
members. This project well illustrates the
diversity and scope of the preservation
movement in New Zealand, to recreate an
early New Zealand railcar from scratch,
believed to be the only one of its type in the
world! It could be said that the rebuilt
railcar has been built in the spirit of the
original examples.

In 1925 New Zealand Railways
purchased a Ford Model TT one ton truck
chassis and had the Petone Railway
Workshops build a railcar body on it of
similar design to a small contemporary road
bus. Two Model T Ford railcars, numbered
RM 4 and RM 5 were built. Chief
Mechanical Engineer Mr G S Lynde who
designed the vehicles, had only recently
moved to New Zealand from the UK where
a number of similar railcars had been built.
These were double units placed back to
back so they could be run in either direction
without turning. The New Zealand Railcar
was a single unit and had to be turned for a
return journey. None of the examples
survived,

From National Archives files, the first
record of a Model T Ford Railcar is in a
communication from Mr Lynde to the NZR
on 27 June 1925: "Ford Rail Motor: With
reference to my conversation of this
morning when you verbally authorized me
to proceed with the building of a suitable
Ford Rail Motor with accommodation for
freight, I am putting this matter in hand at
once, and will let you know the position in
course of a few weeks." On 31 July 1925
Mr Lynde wrote to the General
Superintendent of Transport seeking per
mission to have access to the main line as
far as Paekakariki on 2 August for a trial
run with the Ford Rail Motor.

The two railcars were built with the aim
of reducing costs on light patronage branch
railway lines. They were to replace loco
motive pulled trains, seating eleven passen
gers and the driver. After trials, in the lower
half of the North Island, the original RM 4
was placed in service
on 7 June 1926
between Edendale
and Wyndham while
RM 5 ran between
Riversdale and
Switzers (now
Waikaia) on 14 June
1926.

There was a con
siderable amount of
media publicity. The
Southland Times
on 28 May 1926
led with an exten
sive article thus:
"An Economical Innovation: An innovation
with possibilities bordering on the pOl'ten
taus is the motor railcar which has been
adopted by the Railways Department for
economic and convenient service on the
shorter branch lines." The following day
Tl~-", (" ........ I~I;-••~".1 '7":a~.• _~ 1-.~....J .... ~ ........I-. ..... _ ... ,,*: .... 1....



These features should have recei ved
attention in the present cars. (I) Four wheel
brakes. (2) Emergency exit door to be
placed at side end of car and engine bonnet
ventilator not to be obstructed with
luggage. (3) Drop window for tablet
exchange. (4) Petrol tank to be outside to
minimise risk of fire. This is a bad feature
of present cars. (5) The Driver's moveable
window should be made rain proof.

In October 1927 RM 4 was derailed at
Alma Street railway crossing at Wyndham
resulting in a Mrs McDonald being slightly
injured and her being paid £ I0 damages by
New Zealand Railways. On another
occasion while RM 5 was operating on the
Waikaia line during the winter the Railcar
was derailed by an industrious rabbit. It is
alleged that the animal had scraped gravel a
few inches above rail height which then
froze' On 4 January 1930 there was a
collision between RM 4 and a motorcar at
the Ferry Road crossing at Wyndham
which resulted in the driver of the motorcar
being fined £ I plus costs in the Wyndham
Magistrates Court."

After the Model T Railcars started
running they were not particularly popular
with the New Zealand Railway staff or the
public. The public perception was that they
were prone to derailment and from
Railway's point of view had only limited
capacity for any expansion of business.

Most of the local people in

RM 4. Before any work could start a major
research programme was undertaken. This
included talking to drivers and passengers
of the original vehicles, and obtaining pho
tographs. Copies of the complete New
Zealand Railway files on the Model Ts
were obtained from National Archives,
which included a blueprint of the body and
workshop worksheets.

The first step in the 'hands on' part of
the project was the obtaining of a 1925
Ford Model T one ton truck chassis and
running gear. To achieve the standard New
Zealand railway gauge of 3'6" involved
modification to both the front and back
axles. The back axle was shortened 5 inches
each side, and a heavier front axle replaced
the original. Heavier radius arms were
fitted to allow for the braking of the front
axles. The wheels from a locomotive were
turned down to a diameter of 2' 10" and
fitted with heavy plate centres to comply
with modern railway operating standards,
hydraulic disc brakes have been fitted to all
four wheels. The surviving drivers of the
original railcars commented that once the
vehicles were up to running speed they
were difficult to stop, not surprising taking
into account the unladen weight was 2 ton 9
cwt, with only two wheel brakes, and the
poor adhesion factor between steel wheel
and rail! The original Model T speedo
drives off the edge of a front brake disc by
means of a friction wheel. As suggested in
1926 the petrol tank has been moved

outside under the rear of the
body, a window wiper fitted
and drop windows provided in
the two front doors.

The body framing was built
with timber of South land Beech

lad in steel with varnished ply
nterior. The ceiling is tongue

Palmerston North, Frankton d groove timber painted white.
and Thames, Kaiapoi and he steering column has been
Christchurch before deciding tained to which is fitted a brass
on the two branch lines in late with ratchet quadrants for
Southland (as far away as park and throttle. There is no
possible). ccelerator, but the three pedal

Only a matter of days onfiguration of a standard Model
after the glowing comments is retained. The left pedal is a
in the South land media, the lutch as well as activating low
Divisional Superintendent ear, the centre pedal is for reverse
of Railways in Christchurch nd the right the brake. The seats
wrote to the Railway Board ~~,~•••••••••;; e a very basic design covered with
on 8 June 1926. "A spare car should not e I••••••••~, lack vinyl. The exterior of the
considered until the present cars have had a the areas they opera body bas been painted in a deep red.
thorough trial. In my opinion it is very nicknamed them the "Pie Cart" due to their RM 4 is thougbt to have been the first New
doubtful if they will meet requirements sat- appearance and carriage of perishable Zealand Railway's passenger vehicle to
isfactorily. The petrol tank is badly placed goods, or "Coffee Pot" due to their propen- have been painted 'Midland Red' following
and very noisy. I understand these cars had sity to boil, or "T Pot" for the same reason the change of colour scheme from a dark
exhaustive trials in the North Island, and it and a play on the Ford designation. In early green in early 1926.
would have been much more economical if 1931 both railcars were withdrawn fJom Members of the Vintage Car Club have
the defects enumerated above had received service following the axing of passenger given their time, willing to be involved in
attention before the cars were located on services on both the Wyndham and this unusual project. In particular Model T
isolated branch lines." (The defects referred Waikaia lines. It is believed that when the owners who have given parts and assistance
to were the present horn replaced by a dis- Waikaia service finished the driver of the are acknowledged.
tinctive whistle or horn, an inspection lamp railcar, Mr Thomas, who was transferring The railcar is a most unusual looking
be provided and a window wiper provided.) to Invercargill, was given permission to vehicle with its wide body extending some
"I understand the engine overheats very drive the railcar with his family including distance over the wheels, small bonnet and
readily owing to the louvres in the side of seven children to Invercargill, his new radiator protruding out of the front of the
the bonnet being covered up by the luggage station. body, and one cycloptic centre headlight
carrier recently installed. The following In 1981 the Executive of the Pleasant mounted above the windscreen. What
additional improvements are suggested for Point Railway and Historical Society gave became known as the "tooth-brushes"
future cars by the Operations and approval to Vintage Car Club members could have been designed by Heath
Eauioment Assistant and in these I concur. Fergus Gregory and Russell Paul to rebuild Robinson himself' Thp.sp. df'virf's mllsistf'd



of a long arm mounted on the front axle
which held a brush placed just forward of
the front wheel intended to 'sweep' any
obstruction off the railway line.

As built, the railcars were fitted with
under-body jacks placed at the balance
point to allow the vehicle to be turned. This
arrangement proved to be unsatisfactory
particularly in winds when there was a
danger of the railcar toppling over. As a
result small turntables were ll1stalled at
each terminus. At the Pleasant Point
Museum and Railway there is a turntable at
each end of the railway line and a full size
locomotive turntable at Keanes Crossing.
At Pleasant Point township the wagon
turntable is the only one of its type to be
installed by a preservation group. After
initial trials the Railcars were fitted with
what can only be described as ugly pannier
bags along each side of the bonnet to carry
luggage which, as previously mentioned,
helped the motor to overheat.

RM 4 was commissioned in March
1999. The day featured an All Ford Rally
"Historical Street Party" called GET TO
THE POINT with stalls, entertainment and
a locomotive pulling competition, to
celebrate this unique occasion. •

Postscript:

Englishman G S Lynde OBE, AMI mech.
E, MI Loco. E took up the reins as Chief
mechanical Engineer of New Zealand
Railways in late April 1925 following a
royal ~'ommission of enquiry into New
Zealand Railways. He replaced Ernest E
Gillon a dyed-in-the-wool NZR career
locomotive man. Within two months Lynde
had the Ford Model TT railcar on the
drawing board and on the tracks in just
over a month. Perhaps this urgency was
related to the need to respond to commis
sioners' Sir Sam Fay and Sir Vincent
Raven. One suspects Lynde was handed a
'hospital pass' with the Ford as it '.I' difficult
to imagine a man with his qualifications
selecting a planetary geared, four cylinder
2900cc engine to propel a near 2'/2 IOn
(unladen) mini monster.

A view north from his Thorndoll,
Wellington office should have sown a seed

of doubt. /n any event he need only to have
taken a short walk from his office to that of
the commissioner of Police to learn the
boys in blue had tackled a similar exercise
in 1919 when the government workshops
built two huge C cab paddy wagons on
Ford Model TT chassis. The vans proved to
be powerless, top heavy, portly pigs. They
wouldn't have pulled the hood frolll a
condemned mans head and on regular
occasions His Majesty's precious passen
gers were bailed out of the Ford (() push it
lip the hill to Wellington '.I' Terrace Gaol!
Not an exciting exercise for a fare paying
rail passenger. The New Zealand
Government it seemed had a love affair
with the Ford Model T. This probably
stemmedfrom its low cost, availability, well
publicised road pe/formance and manifold
use in the agricul-
tural sector. It
might reasonably
have been argued
using a "T" as a
railcar would
meet with equal
success. The
Model T had a gilt
edged reputation,
nobody it seemed
could ask too
much of it. They
were built to
provide motoring
for the millions
but the millions
were not intended to burden on the I'ehicle.
A little homework would have revealed
Model T railbuses had met with limited
success in the USA fi'olll 1920. Other North
American motor c;mpanies produced spe
cialised railbus units with plenty of "go
forward". The trucking giallt, Mack,
produced the successful Model AB Rail/JUS
from 1922. Ironically Mack made a signifi
cant mark here later with New Zealand
Railways Road Services buses. Had NZR
construction policy not been .1'0 insular, one
can only ponder what rnight have heen if
the old bulldog had been unleashed on our
iron tracks in the 20.1'. So it was that Ollr

innol'ative Model T
Ford railcar came to an
inglorious end
producing unharnessed
vapour it was designed
to replace. Ernie Gillon,
maligned by the 1924
Roval Commission must
ha;;e heen laughing. It
begs the question why
NZR did not experiment
with a steam car, they
had all the facilities,
skills and experience to
develop and service

one.
In his time Gilbert Lynde reformed the

New Zealand Railways workshops and
made remarkable improvernents to
carriage design and ji-eight rolling stock
hut his career in New Zealand closed on the
back of another flop, three NZR G class
Bayer-Garrett, Double Pacific, articulated
steam locomotives, yet another "hospital
pass" from royal commissioners Fay and
Raven.

Barry Thomson.
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ECISION CASTINGS
Lost Wax Process Mould Making
Having trouble getting parts?

Now able to reproduce Vintage car parts using the
highly accurate lost wax c~sting m~thod.

For all your non-ferrous castmg reqUIrements.

Phone Feilding (06) 323 9465



Cassic T)!res
for your Veteran Vintage & Classic Car 1888-1970

Leading brands from UK & USA

DUN LOP, LUCAS, LESTER, DENMAN, UNIVERSAL, INSA, PUMA,
FIRESTONE, WAYMASTER, etc also AVON & DUNLOP racing tyres.
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Auckland - Dunedin

Crafters of Vintage, Honeycomb
and V Cell cores.

Available from approved Radiator
Specialists throughout New Zealand

and Australia

Automobile Radiator
Manufacturers

NATIONAL RADIATORS LTD

Auckland
35 Walls Road, Penrose

Phone 09 579 2604
Fax 09 525 1176

National Radiators is an IS09001 Registered Company

DUN LOP wire wheels, splines, knock-on caps, spokes and rims for
HEALEY, JAGUAR, MG, MORGAN, RILEY, TRIUMPH, ne.

Specials to order.

Contact PETER WOODEND
Ph 01 571 5525 • Fax 07 571 5526

PO Box 2245, Tauranga
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Inmmull' NEW ZEALAND'S FOREMOST HISTORIC MOTORING MAGAZINE

I SUBSCRIPTION FORM
UK-based, The Automobile is the only

Please send a subscription for

international magazine devoted exclusively
06 Issues - New Zealand Wide - $27.00 (incl);

to pre-1960 cars and commercial vehicles. o 6 Issues - Australia (NZ$42 Airmail, NZ$34 Seamail);

o 6 Issues - Anywhere (NZ$62 Airmail, NZ$36 Seamail)

Every issue packed with articles by leading Name
motoring journalists and old-car experts.

I Telephone

Profiles vehicles from all corners of the Address
world, including New Zealand, and contains Postcode
informative technical articles and restoration

features. Renewal Sent to (if different to above):

I Name
The Automobile is now available on subscription in

TelephoneNew Zealand at £59 for 12 issues.

Address
• save $$s on the news-stand price

I
Postcode• pay by credit card

• delivered by airmail in the month of issue.
PAYMENT Cheque 0 Credit Card 0 Expiry Date:_/_/

For information and a free sample copy contact: Card NumberOOOO DOCIO OCIOO 0000

Douglas Ormrod, 56 Whitehaven Road, Glendowie, Cardholder Signature:
Auckland. Phone or fax (09) 575 4879 .~ f ;~i
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C
anterbury Branch member David
Sparrow joined the Vintage Car
Club approximately 18 years ago.
Dave's father had a keen interest

in old vehicles and machinery and passed it
down. Dave's father had tnken him as a boy
to a Vintage Car Club Rally in Motueka in
1964. After looking at all sorts of vehicles
Oave was captivated by a Hendcrson
motorcycle on display. At this point he
decided that one day he would like to own
one. Twenty years later the opportunity to
purchase a bike of this type became
available. Dave purchased the bikc
from the late Allan Lake in a
condition only described as one step
'up from a basket case. After
bringing it home, some time was
spent sorting out what was and
wasn't there. Dave worked oul that
approximately one third of the bike
was missing, but thought most of the
hard bits were there. With his aCcu
mulated skills on his lathe he could
make the rest of the pieces he
required.

Working on the Henderson after work
and at weekends the next six years rolled by
quickly. Dave did have a spell off thc
restoration for a while, but most of his spare
time was taken up with the project. Some of
the parts like the cam followers, push rods
and rocker assemblies seemed 10 take
forcver to make. Another bike of the same
year was borrowed to copy parts and to
give him a guide but it was still a slow
painstaking job. Dave also had to manufac
lure the kick start assembly, headrace

mudguard stays and
valances and many other small
important parts necessary to bring the
machine to life.

All the preparation and final
painting was done by Dave.
AlthOUQh a lame amollnl of

was sprayed on the eycle paris and the
frame, He reckons most of it was sanded off
and ended up on his driveway. Knowi.ng the
perfectionist that Dave is on other projects
I can understand this.

Starting up for the first time was both a
thrill and an anxious time, bUI after three
kicks away it went. Some minor adjust
ments to the carburettor because of
nooding was the only problem.

The first real outing for the Henderson
was the Canterbury Branch Rear 'Nheel

Brake Rally held early in 1999.
This rally was used as a
shakedown run to iron out any
potential prnblems. The only
problem encountered was an
exhaust gasket under the inlet
valve, next la the cylinder, which
burned out. Easily fixed when
Dave arrived home.

Oa ve reckons that the
Henderson is a bit of a handful
around town with the foot brake
on one side and the foot clutch on
the other. Skill is required to
master both these even though a
hand clutch is available. Three
hands and three feet would be a
great help at times when riding
this motorcycle' On the open
road the bike cruises easily at
SOmph super smoothly. Although

he has not tried, Dave estimates over
70mph top speed could be easily achieved.

Brakes are not brilliant but, as Oave puts
it, "it has more go than whoa" however
with some very thoughtful pre-planning
when approaching stops and corners it can
hp. m::,n~opri If hf' o"Pt~ int" >;1n,; rliffi""1I1t"



remember the old saying "If you can't stop,
turn left". Good luck Dave!

Dave is no stranger to restoration to a
high standard, having restored and still
owning the following ...

1929 DA Dodge which won the concours
award at the South Island Rally in
1988.

1957 Triumph Thunderbird motorcycle
1961 AJS motorcycle.

At the 1999 National Motorcycle Rally
in Dunedin, Dave's Henderson took first
prize in Rider's Choice, People's Choice
and the prestigious award for Overall
Concours Winner. No other motorcycle
came within cooee of the Henderson which,
painted in a dark blue, looked magnificent.
All your mates in the motorcycle section of
the VCC hope you have many years of
pleasure with the bike.

The Henderson Motorcycle Company
The Henderson Motorcycle Company

was established in Detroit USA in 1911 by
two brothers Tom and William HendersOll.
During 1911 they produced a prototype, a
56 cubic inch, in-line four cylinder, with a
belt drive. Production started in 1912 with a
modified version of the prototype. There
was no gearbox, only a clutch, and the belt
had been replaced by a chain drive. The
following years the machines evolved, but
Henderson only made in-line fours.
Between 1913 to 1916 various engi ne
capacities were explored and a 2 speed rear
hub was offered as an optional extra.

1917 saw a major change, Henderson
had settled on an engine capacity of 60.4
cubic inch. (l nOOce approximately) and
had incorporated a three speed gearbox into

the engine crankcases. Electric
lights were offered for the first
time as an optional extra. The
Henderson motorcycle had
become one of the front ranked
machines of the USA and had
established export connections
covering all the more
impmtant foreign markets.
Henderson motorcycles were
also used extensively by the
American Police forces. In
1917 Henry Ford bought an
electrically equipped
Henderson motorcycle so that
his men could ride between his
tractor plant and his farm. To
Henry's disgust William
would not give him a discount, so Henry
had to pay the full price of $370 for the
motorcycle.

At the end of 1917 Henderson sold the
company to Ignaz Schwinn of the Excelsior
Motor Manufacturing and Supply
Company of Chicago. Tom and William
joined the new venture in Chicago and
remained with the Excelsior company until
1919.

When the Henderson brothers left
Excelsior in 1919, Tom went into business
on his own and William established the
ACE motorcycle company. In 1922 while
testing a new ACE motorcycle he was run
over by a car and killed. In 1927 Indian
bought the ACE motorcycle company, and
so the Indian 4 was born. Excelsior manu
factured Excelsior Henderson motorcycles
until 1932 when the great world depression
hit. Ignaz Schwinn could see the company

was doomed and closed it down, bringing
an end to this famous marque.

Technical Specifications
1917 Henderson
Made in USA
1OOOcc in line 4
12hp
Bore 217/32"
Stroke 3"
3 speed transmission
Multiplate steel disc clutch
2 '/2 gallon fuel tank
Schebler carburettor
Top speed 70mph plus

Dave would like to acknowledge the
help he received from the following people
Tank Gus Burke
Pinstriping Brent Taylor
Engine Bearings George Calder •
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Specialist
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ESTABLISHED 1950

SPECIALISTS IN VINTAGE ENGINE
RECONDITIONING

If your
VETERAN, VINTAGE or POSTVINTAGE

engine needs attention we can help.
From a small job to a complete rebuild.

Phone us for no obligation advice.

Phone: (03) 366-7463
Fax (03) 366-7462

344 St Asaph Street, Christchurch.

Finally an easy way to search for
special cars and parts.

The world wide meeting place for the
serious motoring enthusiast for the Trade,

Exchange, Sale and the Purchase of
Vehicles, Parts & Info Trade Directory,

Events Diary & Bulletin Board.

Free for all Clubs.
Place ads by E-mail or Post
Email: e-wheels@xtra.co.nz

Website: www.e-wheels.co.nz

Ph: 094449221 Fax 09 444 9421
Free phone (NZ only) 0800 365 250
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SHOWROOM
Unit F 25 Cartwright Rd, Kelson

Phone: (09) 818-6211
Fax (09) 818-7550

Specialising in new and rebuilt early
Ford VS Parts & Accessories.
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after
reading this
book, you still want to
be involved, then there is no hope
for you! You are a genuine enthusiast and
by definition a friend of the author.

Like all who write about old cars, Begg
rehes on established authorities. He uses
these in a competent manner, steerin a
round difficulties without bein a ove~
dogmatic about which team car was

b

which.
I have one or two small questions and
quibbles. When commenting on a story that
George Henning "even ran the (1922 TT
Sun?eam) on the speedway", Begg points
out It would not have been suitable for such
a venue. I suspect he has in mind Western
Springs. Henning's Speedway was much
more open and saw several historic road
and track racing cars although still a long
way from the Isle of Man mountain or the
Le Mans straights.

It is the cars and the people who made
and restored them that stand out from
"Restorations". George Beaa writes with
insight about the difficultie~drivers faced,
specially at the Isle of Man and in Mexico.
Somehow the drivers themselves don't leap
out of the page, except perhaps Gonzales.
This may have something to do with
writing from the mechanic/engineer/team
manager side. For example, Begg makes
the very valid point that Searave and
Guinness were not speed crazed playboys
but highly intelligent and well educated
mature men. Well said. Is George speaking
to a latter day oversimplification or some
sort of enduring workshop memory of very
different dnvers as recounted in Elizabeth
Nagle's "The Other Bentley Boys"'!

What does stand out from the new book
are the illustrations, now some 50 pages of
them, well spread through the text, many
quite fresh including ten pages or so in
colour. The binding is uprnarket too, very
SI?lllar to the VCC 50th Birthday Book,
wIth. clean copies of the original book
pushmg three figures second hand,

I enjoyed the whole book, specially the
chapter on the Velocette about which I
knew absolutely nothing. I put it down
feeling rather sad for the great cars. we have
had in this country which are now gone.
The restoring skills remain, thanks to the
VCC spirit, and it is people with that spirit
who need to buy this new book, and who
will treasure it and want to give it as a gift.

Nice one, GeOl'ge!
A Classic World
Available only from Fazzaz,
PO Box 22-642. Christchurch

A Classic
by George Begg

Reviewed by Scatt Thomson
Hard Cover, 242 pages $79.90

S
tarting work in 1964,
deep in the heart of
Southland, I soon

. discovered the parish
lI1cluded a man who had ridden in the Isle
Of Man TT races and who was planning a
BSA engined racing car.

I was awed by the achievement, but
sceptic~1 of the project. After all, the days
of the little motorcycle engined racers - we
called them "Peanut Roasters" - were back
in the 50s. The sport had moved on to
Coventry Climax and hot 1600 Fords.

When George Begg showed me a sketch
of the proposed racer I changed my tune.
The first of all those Begg Specials set out
to use up-ta-the minute suspension ideas
and of course the Begg BSA became a very
competent club car.
, . The engine choice was typical of my
fnend George. He is a man who has his life
together all of one piece and he likes to
carry things forward from his past experi
ences to his next project. Twelve years and
eighteen cars later, George hung up his
?rawll1g board and took out a pen to tell the
lI1slde story. I've always thought his book
"When the Engine Roars" is one of the very
best about racing, unusual as well because
it is written from the grease side of the pit
wall.

Now the engine is roaring again and, like
the old BSA, it is in a new chassis that
incorporates George Begg's current
lI1teresl. The latest book, A Classic World
is really two books in one. The first par;
r~prints the earlier story of the Kiwi boy on
hiS bike, hIS OE, and the return of the astute
Kiwi businessman, his cars, his period
working for McLaren, his successes.

The second part, "Restorations" is all
new. After some background of George's
Il1terest In the classic scene he turns
historian .. The stories are told of five signif
Icant vehicles and their restoration, namely,
the TT Sunbeams, the Rosier/Roycroft and
Pan Mexico Ferraris, an Aston Martin and
the Velocette Roarer. This is the Kiwi
mechanic's salute to his mates at the
work?ench and it is George's engineering
expenence that makes it live.

In his thoughtful introduction Eoin
Young pictures George strolling round
Auto Restorations, talking with the
craftsmen there as equals. Eoin - and I 
have been lucky enough to be shown much
the same thing, but George has the hands on
time to really appreciate what he has seen.
Then he zips out a sentence like this: "You
know you are working hard enough when
y.ou have to put insulation tape on your
fll1gers because they get very tender as you
are wearing off skin faster than your body is
replacing it."

In both the racing and restorations
~~~ ..:~_~ .. t...~ _,, .. : .. r _,- L __ ..J ~_ .• __1_
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got the right tyre for it...
We Offer these famous brands:

BFGoodrich (radials, Silvertown Cords Be X-Plies)
Classic Radials (with wide white sidewalls)
US Royals • Denman • Insa ·Commander

Avon (X-Plies Be Radials) • Uniroyal • Michelin
Barum (ZX - style pattern) • Continental

Coker Classic • DurandaI

MICHELlN

Key:
CD = Cord

CL = Clincher

Rim

10"
12"
13"
14"

15"

16"
17"
17.75"
18"
18.70"
19"
20"
2030"
21"
22"
22.30"
23"
23.25"
24"
24.12"
24.80"
25"
26"
26.35"
27"
28"

Includes Single & Double WSW, Single & Dual Red Line, Gold Line & Triple Stripe on many sizes

480x10
450x12
560x11 3 590x13 600x13 640x13 650x13 670x13 725x13
560x14 685x14 695x14 700x14 735x14 750x14 775x14 800x14 825x14 850x14 855x14 885x14 900x14 950x14
D70x14 E78x14 F78x14 G78x14 E70x14 E78x14 F70x14 G70x14
500x15 560x15 590x15 600x15 640x15 670x15 670xV15 700x15 710x15 750x15 760x15
775x15 800x15 815x15 815xV15 820x15 820xV15 890x15 900x15 G78x15 H78x15 L78x15 F70x15 G70x15 F60x15
500x16 525x16 550x16 600x16 600xV16 650x16 700x16 750x16 825x16 900x16 1050x16
450x17 475/500x17 550x17 600/650x17 700x17 750x17
715x115(CL) 720x120(CL) 11 x45 12x45 13x45 14x45
450x18 475/500x18 550x18 600/650x18 700x18
700x85(CL) 775x145(CL)
350x19 400x19 450x19 475/500x19 550x19 600/650x19
475/500x20 550x20 600x20 650x20 700x20
710x90(CL)
440/450x21 525x21 525/550x21 600x21 700x21
600x2228x3(CL)
820x120(CL)
500x23 30x3'/2 30x3'/2(CL) 31 x4(CD) 32x4'/,(CD) 33x5(CD)
895x135(CL)
500x24 38x7 40x8 30x3(CL) 32x4(CD) 33x4'/,(CD) 34x5(CD)
815x105(CL)
880x120(CL)
33x4(CD) 34x4'/,(CD) 35x5(CD)
34x4(CD)
875x105(CL)
36x4'/2(CD) 37x5(CD)
36x4(CD)

We have too many radial sizes to list, from 130/90R1 0 to 275/35ZR18 & 125SR15 to 35x12. 50R16.5
Covering performance, racing, 4WD, economy, prestige, hot rod, street machine etc etc

Whitewall Clip-ons, Tubes and Rustbands also available

Australasia's largest Vintage. Veteran 8( Classic Tyre Range

We are happy to provide Club Night Presentations

NATIONAL

I
SALES

FKEEPUONE:
080-080·TYRE

(080-080-8973)

lYew Zealand Motor Distributors (Wgton) Ltd
406-412 Cuba Street, Lower "utt, New Zealand.
Email: sales@cartyres.co.nz
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by Les Bartlett
·I?hotos TonYJ3artle~t, Bru(e:Pidg~on,

Since 1997, les Bartlett in Gisborne has been the proud owner of a very original

1917 DX45 Buick Tourer that has family connections dating back to when it was new.

s witnessed by a brass plate that is
still affixed to the car's

I
ll_I dashboard, the Car was purchased

new from the Gisborne Buick
dealer HR Ormond. A local doctor bought
it to use on his practice and Les's ullcle,
Leslie Singleton, who was employed as a
mechanic by HR Ormond at thc time, was
asked to act as the doctor's chauffeur,
driving him about. Mr Singleton subse
quently started up a taxi service and, about
this time, informally adopted the name of
his stepfather, becoming known as Les
lames. After initially using a vehide which
proved unsuitable as a taxi because of its
weight and design (a Star), he negotiated the
purchase of the Buick from the doctor, while
agreeing to continue to transpol1 the doctor
on his call-outs as a malleI' of precedence.

For several years the Buick was used
extensively as a taxi, and two accessories
.. till on the car reflect this use. The first is a
spotlight mounted on the windscreen
stanchion and the other is a foot-operated
bell that is mounted on the toe-board. A
third accessory was a sturdy 8-day clock
that was mounted on the dashboard just to
the left of the steering column. Mr 'lames'

kept diaries of the trips he made wirh fare
paying passengers, and Les Bartlett still has
one of these diaries. Perusal of the entries
indicates that regular destinations for his
passengers included places like Marawai,
Tolaga Bay and Te Puia Springs, and that
trips were also made further afield,
including to Wellington. [ndeed, Mr
'lames' Sl'ated on his business card 'Trips
undertaken to any part of Island'.

At the time, 1918-1920, the main route
to Tolaga Bay from Gisborne was via the
inland road over Gray's Hill and up the
Waimata Valley. However, it is understood
that the Buick, driven by Leslie 'lames',
was the first motor vehicle 1'0 n'avel from
Gisborne to Tolaga Bay via 'the coast
road', a trip that involved negotiating
various beaches at low tide, and which
necessitated the use of coconut man-ing
under the wheels of the vehicle in order to
traverse soft sand and numerous streams.

After Mr 'lames' untimely death in
1921, the Buiek was used by Les Bartlett's
grandfather and another of his uncles until
1932, after which it was garaged. At first it
was kept in a shed On the family's Kaiti
property in Gisborne, where it remained
even after the property was rented out a few
years later. The shed waS excluded from the
rental and became the responsibility of
Les's uncle, but because it was not particu
larly secure some mischievous children
gained access to it, damaging the car's
headlight glass, top windscreen, dashboard
gauges and hood. This damage went unde
tected for a time, as it occurred while Les's
uncle was serving overseas during World
War U, however once discovered, the shed
was securely boarded up to prevent further

unauthorised access, and for a few more
years after this car remained undisturbed.

1J1 1951 the property in Kaiti was sold,
and Les Bartlett assisted his father in the
task of removing the cur from
the property. Extricating the car from the
shed was easier said than done as the Buick
had dropped Lhrough the rotting floorboards
of the shed and settled into the dirt.
Furthermore, the perished tyres had gone
hard with age and were a permanent flat
shape where they rested on the ground. A
Ford V8 was used to tow the Buick from
the shed aod, while the Ford's clutch took a
bit of a hiding in the process, the old tourer
reluctantly emerged to see the light of day,
its brittle tyres disintegrating after several
rotations. In an effort Lo retain at least some
of the tyres on the rims and to cushion rhe
wheel rims from the road surface, manila
ropes were tied around each tyre and rim
and the Buick was towed several miles La
the other end of town where it found its
next resting place.

For a time the Buick was stored up on
blocks. under tarpaulins, on Les Bartlett's
father's section at Elgin, behind where the
Te Hapara Baptist Church now stands.
FOl1unately, this state of olltdoor storage
did not persist for long, shortly after its
1951 relocation the opportunity arose to
move the car into another enclosed shed at
the home of Les's sister.

For sentimental reasons, there had
always been a reluctance to part with the
car, but when the need next arose to move
the car, the wisdom of retaining it was more
thoroughly considered. It was [963, and
although an official Branch of rhe Vintage
Car Club had yet to be established in



doing so. Various individuals were actively
seeking suitable vehicles and fostering
interest in the prospect. The Buick was sold
to Les Harris, one of these local enthusiasts
for a sum of £50 on the understanding that
he was purchasing it on behalf of the group
of people endeavouring to establish a local
club and, more importantly, on the basis
that the car remain in Gisborne.
Unfortunately, to the annoyance of Les
Bartlett's family, the Buick was sold out of
the district in 1965, going to Taradale man
Merv Hunt who was endeavouring to set up
a motor museum. Its stay in Hawkes Bay
was relatively short lived however, as Mr
Hunt, accepted a fair offer from Roger
Harding to purchase the tourer. Roger
trailered the Buick back to Nelson and
pondered the task of restoring it to a
motoring state.

Les and Vi Bartlett visited Roger
Harding while holidaying in the South
Lefi: Tony Barllell at Morere. He drove the car
back from Picton to Cisborne after only 15
minute instructionfram Roger in the car park.
Below: The car now proudly displays the
licence plate "C 783 ", the same as its original
regsitration

Island in 1974 and learned that although a
start had been made on the car, much work
had yet to be undertaken in order to restore
it to roadworthiness. Subsequently. Roger
achieved this objective as the necessary
parts were sought and obtained, but did so
in a manner that retained the unique
original state of the Buick so far as was
practicable. In 1996 he attended the

Vintage Car Club's 50th Anniversary Rally
in Christchurch with the car, where it was
awarded the plaque for the oldest original
vehicle in attendance.

Nelson to Gisborne
Five months after VIsitIng Roger

Harding in Nelson at Easter 1997 and
having the pleasure of a ride in the ex
family Buick, Les Bartlett received a letter
from Roger advising that for personal
reasons he felt he would have to sell the car.
Tony had mentioned to Roger that if he
ever needed to part with the car it would be
nice for the Bartlett family to be given fi.rst
option of purchasing it and Roger was
honouring this request. He said that other
parties had also shown interest in acquiring
the Buick, but he wouldn't be following up
on any alternative sale until Les, Vi, and
Tony had been given time to consider the
proposal and reply to him.

In due course, Les decided to purchase
the car, and arrangements were made to
travel to Wellington, ferry to Picton and
meet there. Roger obtained a fresh Warrant
of Fitness for the Buick but advised that he
would trailer the car from Nelson to Picton.

The car was nevertheless in good road
worthy condition, and Les and Tony had
already decided that they would drive it
onto the ferry then back to Gisborne,
allowing two days for the trip.

On 30 September, 1997 the parties kept
their pre-arranged meeting in Picton.
Constant drizzle was falling so in the
relative comfort of Roger's Landrover the

documentation and
reference data on the Buick
was explained and
provided. Roger provided
an extensive list of the work
he had carried out on the
car, and a shorter list of jobs
he considered still needed to
be done to improve its dri
veability. The original
ownership document was
provided, as was an original
handbook together with a
photocopy of a parts manual
which Roger had found
verY useful. Miscellaneous

did a spare gearbox which Roger had
obtained and rebuilt. The car stood on good
rubber all around, and two additional wheel
rims were included, one with a new tyre
and one with a very old tyre. Roger was
having new hood irons professionally made
in Wanganui at the time Les and Tony
collected the car, and these arrived in
Gisborne about a month later.

With the drizzle showing no signs of
abating, it was decided to don raincoats and
retreat to a local restaurant to have some
lunch and continue discussions. With 'the
i.nner man' adequately nourished, the other
formalities of the sale were completed, then
Tony drew the short straw for the next item
on the agenda:- Resplendent in raincoats
and "sunhats", Roger and Tony withdrew
the tarpaulin from the front seat of the
open-top tourer, (there is no hood at the
present time), and Tony received a quarter
hour lesson on how to drive a 1917 Buick,
circling around Pictan's shoreside carpark
until his spectacles fogged up and his pants
were drenched from the rain. The speed
humps in the cal'park didn't make things
any easier!

An hour or so later, with the drizzly
weather pl'ecluding any lengthy excursions
in the car, Les and Tony managed to book
the car and themselves on the mid
afternoon freight ferry back to Wellington.
The weather had cleared somewhat by the
time they disembarked, and the drive to
Johnsonville for a planned overnight stay
with friends was quite comfortable by com
parison with the driving lesson in Picton.
Late into the evening, the Buick was thor
oughly checked over, oiled and lubricated
for the drive to Gisborne. The front wheel
alignment was also adjusted to eliminate an
intermittent but annoying shimmy.

The next day, with Tony at the wheel,
the two-day homeward journey
commenced. Hastings wa,' reached about
an hour after dark in eight hours in day one,
towards the end of which Tony had learned
that the headlights on the Buick are "not
that marvellous to drive by". Arrival back
in Gisborne was achieved after a further
eight hours on the road the next day,
including short stops for a bite to eat and a
cuppa. Despite the long journey, the car
was a pleasure to drive, comfortably
motoring along at a sedate 35 miles per
hour. The weather was also nice and sunny,
and no difficulties with the car were
encountered apaI1 from intermittent trouble
with engaging the car in gear. Les and Tony
have since learned that gear changing needs
to be fairly precise because of the design of
the clutch mechanism and gearbox in this
model of Buick. They have improved the
process through a combination of adjust
ment, practice and ingenuity to make
driving the car more predictable, and more
of a pleasure.

Since returning to Gisbome the Buick
has been 011 display at the local A & P
Show and, after having the clutch relined to
make it "more smooth", has also been out
on local VCC runs and activities. The
licence plate now assigned to the Buick is
"G 783", the same plate that the vehicle
W~fi.:. i~~IIP(l with llPW hv thp Gl(;:hnrnp
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New Zealand's foremost historic motoring magazine.
Published six times a year Beaded Wheels features
Vintage and Veteran Rallies within New Zealand
and around ~he world. There are regularly stories on
car restorations, historical events, vehicles and road
tests.
Our lively marketplace column provides a weallh of
information for those searching for an historic
vehicle or the vital parIs to complete or maintain
your own proiect.
If you want 10 be informed on Vintage and Veteran
motoring Beaded Wheels is your vital source of
information.

SOUTH ISLAND EASTER
YEAR 2000 RALLY

CHRISTCHURCH

BOOK NOW for the first
faster Rally of the new millenium

AIRPORT GATEWAY MOTOR
LODGE CHRISTCHURCH
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hassle route.
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MARKETPLACE

1956 DODGE C4B-6 15 CWT flat deck.
Remarkable condition throughout. All
original mechanical:; - but can offer addi
tional motor and gear box choices if
required. Phone Joe Grose (03) 349-4117.

PISTONS for Vintage and Classic engines.
Most models available in standard or
oversizes. Also pistons can be made to
special dimensions. Contact George Calder,
307 Hoon Hay Road, Christchurch. Phone
(03) 338-5372. Fax (03) 338-5482.
Member.

DODGE TOURER. 1924 Chassis, engine
and all running gear restored, just the body
to go. Tons of spares including chassis,
engine etc. $3000. Ph!Fax (06) 355-5172.

AUSTIN PRE·1947: All new parts for 7hp,
8hp, 10hp, light 12s and others, lists
available; gaskets, valves, pistons, and other
engine parrs, hoses, castings, clutch and brake
linings, bearings, seals, wiring harnesses,
electrical components, rubber and finishing
trim, badges, tyres and wire wheel rims, A7
Manual, etc., etc., imports and NZ-made.
Enquiries to: Peter Woodend (Spares), PO
Box 2245, Taurunga. Phone (07) 571-5525,
fax (07) 571-5526.

1938 AUSTIN BIG SEVEN FOUR DOOR
Body off restoration 1998. New tyres, engine
reconditioned. Travelled approx 600 miles.
$10,500. Phone or fax (03) 308-7482. Mem.

EUROPEAN HOLIDAYS. Camper Vans,
Motor Homes for hire, near new vehicles.
Best rates in the UK. Motoring enthusiast
owners. Satisfaction guaranteed. For
brochures. Phone (07) 847-3650.

3 Issues
(per issue)

$297.00
$154.00
$98.00
$55.00

Casual

$363.00
$198.00
$121.00
$65.00

Full Page
Half Page
Horizontal Quarter Page
I Column x 80mm
Price on application for covers and four colour process
All dislllay rates quoted exclude G.S.T. and are for finished camera ready artwork supplied. Artwork can be
arranged at an extra charge.

Deadline for copy 10th of month preceding publication.

Beaded Wheels ",ill consider articles of a technical nature for inclusion in its editorial sllace. Beaded Wheels
however regrets that it is not able to olTer editorial space for advertisement~ nor for the promotion of products.

Marketplace advertising cancellations received in wliting prior to advertising deadline will be refunded in full.
Where Ilossible Beaded Wheels will refund 70% of the advertisement cost for any cancellations receh'ed after
the booking deadline.
Beaded Wheds makc$ every dfon (0 \}Ilsurc no mislcading tlaims arc rnade hy aJvcrtiscrs, rc~pon~ihilily cannot be n~ccpt(:d by 13e.1(kd Wheels or thl:
Vintage Car Cluh of Nl:w l.calanJ for tOe failure of any producl or .'icrvkc 10 give si\lisfaclion. IllcJll~ion of a product or ~cn'icc .~hollld not be conslnll:d a~

endorsement of it by l3eadcu WheelS or by the Vintage C"r Club.
No linbilit)' can be nc.:cptcd for 1l0lh1ppcaram:t of ad\'crti~cmcllt:s and lhe IC:H uf all advcrti1>(,IIl~IIIS is subjtCllo lhc npprovnl of the editor who re..;;crv('s lhe
ngtlllo refuse any ad\'crti~II1Clll~ which arc not compatibk widl the aims. olljctlivcs. and .slalldards of I3c:tdcd Whccls or the Vintage Car Clull of New
7..caJand.
In accordance nith the provi.~ioos of the Human Ri~ht.s Commission Ad 1977 Headed Wheels nill 1101 puhlish .UI)' advcrlt,;cl.uenl which indicull'S or
('ould rcasonabl)' be nndcNtood as illdh.-.alillf,: an intention to di.-.cnminaie b)' reason of sex. marital sHltU.';, religion.';: or ethical bclkis. Ad\'crtiscn.
shlJuld lake :IU care in drnflin~ IId\'erlisemenl.s a.~ the)' could be held liable. a-,; well as the milgazine lllld lhe C1uh.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Due to space limitation, classified advertisers should refrain from the use of dashes, spaces, logos.
blank lines and centering.
The 65 word limit includes contact details. Advertisers requiring ads longer than the standard 65
words, or who require typography or space, must apply display rates.
The advertising depm1ment reserves the right to edit or return classifieds not meeting the critetia.
Non Member: $16.00 for first 40 words or pm1 thereof, thereafter 15 cents per word to a
maximum of 65 words per advertisement.
Member of Vintage Car Club Inc: $12.00 for first 40 words or part thereof, thereafter 15 cents
per word to a maximum of 65 words per advertisement. Members must be financial and state their
Branch.
Boxed Ad: $8.00 extra.
Photo Ad in Box: $32.00 members, $44 non-members, enclose a clear photograph and an S.A.E.
if return required.
Colour Photo Ad in Box: $50.00 members, $54 non-members, enclose a clear photo and an
S.A.E. if return required.
Above rates apply for each advertisement. Advertisements should be typed or clearly printed.

ENCLOSE PA YMENT
Cheques Payable to Beaded Wheels. Post to: Advertising, P.O. Box 13-140, Christchurch, to
arrive not later than 10th of month preceding publication.
DISPLAY RATES

FOR SALE
1929 BUICK MARQUETTE 371 Sedan.
Very good original condition. Engine
complete rebuild, new clutch, brakes, over
hauled 3000 miles ago. Current WOF and
Reg. Also 2nd car suitable for parts, plus more
spares and manuals. Ready to rally. $13,500
ono. Phone/Fax (03) 543-2772. Mem.

ROVER 1948 P3 6 cylinder car, classic
1930's shape $1,500, 1937 Morris 12hp
saloon $1,250. Both cars have tidy bodies,
having been garaged for 25 years, but are non
runners. Also 1937 Morris 14/6 engine and 4
excellent doors $200. Phone Christchurch
(03) 332-0873.

FIAT 501 CARS AND PARTS. 1949
Hotchkiss, other Vintage parts, machine tools,
hand tools, sundries, on account of the late
Bere Howard-Hill, to be sold by auction
Saturday 26 February at Feilding, see adver
tisement elsewhere this issue.

HILLMAN SUPER MINX SEDAN 1965
1600cc manual. Excellent condition. Head
planed with new valves. Engine fitted with
Carbonflo and treated with Morey's at every
oil change. Many spares. Present owner 8
years. $1,500 ono. Reluctant sale. Phone

IS YOUR DISTRIBUTOR WORN'??
We can repair and recalibrate distributors.
Work includes rebushing, building up shafts,
fitting sealed ball races. VACUUM
ADVANCE UNITS OVERHAULED, all
types. High quality finish, prompt service. All
work fully guaranteed. Enquiries to Quality
Rebuilds, 5 Fenhall St, Christchurch 8004.
PhlFax Barry Emms (03) 342-5677. Mem.

TRY GISBORNE BRANCH for that "hard to
find" part' Examples are Autovac and Stewart
122D Vacuum Tanks; CA V 12v Starter;
Morris 8, E, M12, Ford Y & 100E, and
Humber Hawk grilles; '29 and '30 Chev,
Watford and Cooper Stewarl Speedos; '37
Hillman 10 instrument cluster. Send SAE for
prompt reply to Gisborne VCC Spares, PO
Box 307 Gisborne, or phone Doug (06) 867
1592 or Terry (06) 868-4480 after the Royal
& Sun Alliance Rally 2000.

1929 FORD MODEL A BUSINESS COUPE,
five window with rumble seat. Restoration
started, fully rebuilt engine, chassis and body
work started. All original parts plus plenty of
spares and many new bits including tyres and
upholstery material etc. Very reluctant sale of
this rare model by present owner for 34 years.
Pr;"p'l;C) ';()() Phonp (()h) 7<;,-,())C) Mpm

FOR TENDER. A collection of motor
literature approximately 500 in good
condition. Includes workshop manuals,
parts, lisfs and brochures, some very early
books. For further details phone Ray
Treanor on (07) 549-0075. Tenders close
20th March 2000.

McGUINNESS'
C LASSICS iG~;()

BOUTIQUE SH()\VPOO~/1 &WS~iOP

46 Vicloria SI. Alicelown, L.Hull, WGTN

Ph 04 586 1500
Email: t\/lcGuinness-Classics-lllc@xlra.co.llz

FClx 04 586 1501 MB 021 433 878
"\fI(crporolinq"

ClASSICS DATABASE: We'll locate what )'ou want &place
what )'ou ha,e!

CLASSICS CASTING lisl your unique vehicle for
TV, Film, Ad, Free!

CLASSICS VALUATlONS Is your tn,es!men! Insured
correct!)' & for it's full ,alue?

Classics: We're hP.rp f() makp if pa~v



1923 OVERLAND TOURER. In good overall
condition. Present owner 17 years, member of
VCc. Genuine reason for selling. For further infor
mation please phone 021-298 1151 or (03) 327
5126 Kaiapoi. Mem.

ROLLS ROYCE 1930. 20/25 Park Ward full
history, 91,000 miles almost certainly genuine.
Mostly original interior, full professional' body and
wiring. Restoration 1985. Definitely a top class,
very complete example. Present owner 20 years.
Offers on $60.000. Phone (09) 820-0760.

1929 MORRIS COWLEY COUPE Driven 200
miles since professionally restored 5 years ago.
Factory sunshine roof, personalised plates, dickie
seat. Very reliable rally vehicle complete with
spares. For sale on behalf of deceased estate.
$22,0000no. Phone Ray Taylor (03) 388-3238. Mem

1929 CHEVROLET 30 CWT. New body and cab
motor rebored, crankshaft ground. new clutch, new
warrant and rego., reliable, will go anywhere
$12,450. Phone (03) 348-5295.

1906 STAR An extremely attractive 4 cylinder.
12hp, 4 seater Rod-de-Belges tourer. Restored
from a very original car. Performs very well. Some
spares. Paul Hicks, 19 Hepburll Creek Rd,

,Warkworth. Phlfax (09) 425-7015.

HOLDEN 1957 FE. Original condition. Goes
weLl. Best offers. Phone (03) 358-7983. Collect.

FORD MODEL T RACEABOUT 1926. Needs
tic. Running condition tenders to be in writing. For
futher information phone (06) 368-3472. Highest
of any tender not necessarily accepted.

FORD MODEL T 1926. Ready to drive. Needs
TLC. Tenders to be in writing. For further infor
mation phone (06) 368-3472. Highest or any
tender not necessarily accepted.

HALLEY 6 CYL FIRE ENGINES 1926 & 1927.
Needed 2 Brown Lipe 4 speed gearboxes. Separate
unit type made in USA. Casting no's of lip 3113,
on box 3044. Fitted to other trucks in 1920's. Also
any 6 cyl Philbron ignition parts eg Duplex
switchbox, distributor, coil. .. Phone Chris Parker
(09) 415-2563. Mem.

AUCTION - Estate of late Bere Howard-Hill
On site-opposite lames Road on Mt Stewart-Halcombe Road, Feilding.

Saturday 26 February 2000 (day before Ruahine Ramble) 11 am - viewing from 9.30am
Previewing by appointment with Mary Howard-Hill (06) 328-8662

Enquiries to Derek Haycock 025-419-153 or Rob Knight (06) 329-3886
Catalogues available on day or about one week before (send stamped SAE and $1 to Auction, PO Box 120, Sanson)

• Most items unreserved •
Lunches available on site - Off road parking - Conducted by professional auctioneers.

VEHICLES 3 of FIAT 501 (one possibly 501 s?), 1 of 1949{?), Hotchkiss sports sedan - all partly restored, Suzuki
Quadrunner (farm or beach)

SPARES Heaps of FIAT parts (501 & others) induding chassis and engines, Bianchi lights, sundry, other Vintage parts,
magneto parts, wheels & tyres, BSA/Daimler front axle.

TOOLS Lathe & tools, mill & tools, bench grinder, various hand tools, wheeling dies, vices & clamps, panel beating
tools, parts washer.

CHATIElS Motonnq books, steel, fasteners, household items, farm chattels, extension ladder, workshop cupboards and



NEW! Well-based rolled edge rims

New wheel sales

• Motorcycle Respoking

• COMING SOON: Splined hubs and alloy rims

• NZ Agent for stainless steel polished spokes

• Rebuilding & Respoking of all Wire Wheels

Ph/Fax 03 384 4484 anytime
Cell 025 352 373
41 Wickham Street, Christchurch

PISTONS &
VALVES

PLUS OTHER

VINTAGE & CLASSIC
ENGINE PARTS

GEORGE CALDER LIMITED
307 HOON HAY ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH

PH (03) 3385372 FAX (03) 338-5482

Hameo
Industries

Motorcycle &Cor Wire
~~)Wheel Repairs & Res oraUons

We Specialise In

• Custom Made Spokes • Speedway Wheels
Rim and Frame Lining • Wheel Building & TnJlng

• Complete Wheel Restoration

Vintage - Classic - Modern
Craig & Debbie Hambling
Phone (06) 355 ·9235
Day or Night - Palmerston North

CAST IRON
WELDING
Powder Spray Process,

Cylinder Heads, Manifolds,
Cooling Fins, Castings,
Mechanical Repairs &

Rebuilds
THOMAS ROWE

MOTORING ENGINEER Ltd
No. 6 RD.

Palmerston North
Phone (06) 324-8707

WITH PRIDEWE

Kotorua Electroplaters &. Metal Polishers EST. 1971

Specialising in all types of ,Electroplating on:
• Classic, Vintage and Veteran • Cars & Bikes

We still use the Triple Plate Process: COPPER - NICKEL - CHROME
Also Specialists in Industrial Hard Chrome

84 View Rd, Rotorua
Phone/Fax 07 348 7487



PENRITE OILS. We carry a full range from
Vintage to Modern Engines. Lubricants for
pre-1984 HO motorcycles, gearbox oil for
Japanese 2 strokes. Full range of diff,
steering box and gearbox oils. Competitive
prices. Try us first. M.S. Coombes Ltd., 344
SI. Asaph Street, Christchurch. Phone (03)
366-7463, Fax (03) 366-7462.

CHEVROLET NEW OIL PUMPS, 6 cyl
1955/61. 2 83 VS Vauxhall 1933/92, new
valves 1916n4 Gears wiper trans Chev Ford
1937/52 Carb kits. Chev Chrysler 1934/4S
Aussie Clubman new doors and skins front
guards sides back panels, front suspension
kits. Chev 1934n4 Chrysler 1939/56 English
king pin sets 1932/60 vacuum tanks GM
wheel Beavivas 1920/60 Landcruiser Corona
water pumps etc 1970/82 Morris truck
1946n6. Phone Gleesons (06) 835-4154
Napier.

VINTAGE WOOD PROBLEMS? For all
your Vintage wood work requirements, I
can reproduce your car's woodwork from
original parts, patterns and photos. Model A
parts made to order, also Morris Traveller
Van Kits. N Rhodes, Furniture of
Distinction, Purakau Rd, Marton. Ph
(06)327.6164.

REWIRING? Loom kits for pre-1960 English
and American cars, etc., assembled in NZ
using best quality impOIted authentic period
braided cable, with cotton over-braiding,
"tailor-made" or to original pattcms: eg 1948
Hillman (Humber) Minx SV modified and
with flashers installed for $405 inclusive gst.
Enquiries to: Peter Woodend (Spares), PO
Box 2245, Tauranga. Phone (07) 571-5525 or
fax (07) 571-5526.

GASKETS LOTS ARMSTRONG
SIDDELEY 17hp 1935/41. Austin 1946/54
Sheerline truck 10hp 1939/47 12/4 1925/33
Monis 12/4 1934/48 Minor 1929/33 IOhp M
1939/47 Essex. Graham 1939/37 others 8 cyl
THC K I-K5 K6, K7 1941/42. Holden 1948/62
Singer 9 1939/46. Vauxhall 10-12, Wyvern
1938/52. Bedford 300. Petrol 1932/36 28hp
1939/61. 5 warehouse sections full. Gleesons,
(06) 835-4154, Napier.

HUBCAPS - IF YOU HA VE a hubcap
problem contact me. I have produced skin
pressings for most cars between 1930 and
1940. These are top quality replicas. No
matter bow rare the make of vehicle it is
possible to reproduce as original. For fUlther
information phone Les Hayter (07) 378
9230 or (025) 485-994 or write to my new
address 810 Tukairangi Road, RD 1,
Taupo, PO Box 762 Taupo. Mem.

1937 PACKARD 115C SEDAN partially
restored, complete car, with spare engine and
gearbox. Body very straight. Genuine reason
for sale. $6,000. Phone (03) 755-7546.

ROLLS-ROYCE SILVER GHOST TYPE
unrestored chassis, engine turning nearly all
there. $60,000 Phone Richard Butler
Hamilton (07) 856-2098.

FOR REMOVAL ONE 1956 MORRIS 30
CWT truck. Offers. Phone (07) 378-6722,
Taupo.

HOOD IRONS, PARTS, REPAIRS, one-off
sets. Also lock seam tubes for USA Vintage
and Veteran cars or specials, since 1977.
Old parts can be traded on new sets. Write
with SAE to Garland Saunders, Hood Iron
Specialties, 3 Buxton Rd, Wanganui.

AUSTIN A70 HEREFORD 1954 excellent
restoration project. One Owner, original
papers. $350. Phone (03) 3 I3-6933.

MUDGUARDS - blank alloy & steel in 'C'
section, ribbed and extra length from $60.
British Motorcycles and Spares, 9-11 Lloyd
St, Wellington. Phone (04) 384-8819.

1955 MORRIS MINOR (4 DOOR). Sell
warranted and registered, excellent condition
- in daily use. Offers phone Mrs M. Torrance
(03) 338-5253.

VALVES exhaust quality stainless for
Vintage engines. Available in blank form
or machined to size required. Contact;
George Calder, 307 Hoon Hay Road,
Christchurch. Phone (03) 338-5372, Fax
(03) 338-5482. Member.

VINTAGE & CLASSIC QUARTZ halogen
bulbs. Replace your existing bulbs without
rewiring the headlamp assemblies. Up to
100% brighter than your existing Tungsten
bulbs. Will fit most reflectors fitted to Pre &
Post war cars and motorbikes. Also
available in single filament 55 watt P22 &
BA 15 bases for use in spotlamps and
mechanical dip reflectors. Most bases and
configurations available in 6v & 12v.
Further info: Norm & Jan Sisson, sole NZ
Agent. Ph/Fax (03) 388-9262 also Henrob
Welding Torches/Model Boat Supplies. 38
Ottawa Road, Christchmch 6.

AOTEAROA WOODEN WHEELS

VINTAGE TRUNKS as seen in Issue 201,
page 17. Leather trim, waterproof, stock
size or made to your measurements.
Phone/Fax AlIan on (06) 844-3959 or (025)
469-331 lo discuss your requirements.
Al1an Jones Joinery, Napier. Member.

CAN YOU IDENTIFY THIS BRASS
RADIATOR or better still do you have a
space in the front of your unfinished restora
tion for it? Has a distinctive lOO x 48mm
oval filler hole. Overall size 580mmH x

3 CoJTl1sh Place.
FeUding, New Zt;aJand.

(6) 323-3995
A/Hrs 16) 323-3868

Member of Manawalu V.C.C.
H.C.C.A. (NZ)

Vetn Jelisen

PISTONS PISTONS PISTONS
PISTONS

FOR VETERAN, VINTAGE, CLASSIC &
ODDBALL ENGINES.

We can supply piston sets for most makes
& models. All piston sets come complete

with rings & gudgeons. We have over 700
listings at competitive prices.

M S Coombes Lld
344 St Asaph St, Christchurch

Ph (03) 366.7463, fax (03) 366.7462

WOODEN WHEELS made for your
metalwork. Steam bent felloes, any shape
sDokes. New beaded rims available in some

1964 WOLSELEY 6/110 AUTO, REG &
wof. Rust free. Excellent compression, recon
ditioned brakes and carburettor. $1,000. 1968
WOLSELEY 6/110 excellent body plates
WOL 68 $800. Phone (09) 634-4307, (025)
897-785. Mem.

AUTOMOTIVE WOODGRAINING.
Whcn restoring your car there is only one
way to restore your metal window framcs &
dashboard: metal woodgrailling. For infor
mation and free quotes contact Alan
Markby. Ph (03) 445-0988 or write to 11
Boyne Place, Cromwell. Mem.

Last month, I had my largest ever (as
measured by surface area) core; at 33'10" x
26'10" x 3" it is much larger than any Vintage
car core by far. It was for a Curtiss Jenny J
I bi-plane being rebuilt in California. I'vc
also made an Alfa Romeo core for Australia,
another Alfa and Rolls 20hp, Pierce Arrow,
Mitchell, and Winton cores for the USA, a
flat Mercedes for Christchurch, a Sea
Hurricane for England, two Harvard oil
coolers for Ardmore and a Beaver oil cooler
for Queensland. Austin and Riley owners;
remember that my A-type pattern core is
original equipment for your car.
Contact me for yonr radiator core requirements.

John Rummery, RD 9, Whangarei,
(Member)

Phone (09) 434-6330 (evenings),
Fax (9) 435-0790.

Vi,it IllV web site: http://www.replicore.co.llz

REPLICORE CARTRIDGE &
FILM RADIATOR CORES.



P.O. Box 15-114 Christchurch pearsons@xtra.co.nz
MOST CREDIT CARDS HAPPILY ACCEPTED

I can import for you;
• Seat springs for all Model' A' body styles..
• Body panels for all makes and models. Good V.S. pressings at good prices.
• Paint. V.S.A. manufactured paint to original colours. Colour charts available.
• Woodwork kits, complete for all body styles. (kiln dried Oak, Ash and Maple)
• UphoJstery fabrics by the yard, or complete upholstery kits ready to install.
• Hoodbow kits complete, for all open vehicles. Complete with woodwork if required.
This months specials: New front springs, engine green enamel, piston and ring sets, timing gears,
relined brake shoes, red steering wheels, 1930 radiatorstone guards. All at reduced prices.
New line. N.Z. manufactured open car windscreen frames. Exact repro. of original

RESTORATION SERVICE OF VEHICLES OR PARTS.
•:. Catalogue at $3.50. Monthly special sheets emailed, faxed or posted free.

Phone (03) 388-1316 fa~ (03) 388-1312 Mobile 021/384-826. 6 da s, + AIR

BSA NATIONAL RALLY 2000, hosted by
the New Zealand BSA Owners' Club at
Turangi on March 10-12 2000. Join BSA
riders from around NZ. All owners and enthu
siasts welcome. For entry details contact
NZBSAOC, PO Box 33018, Petone
Wellington.

TRAYELLING TO USA OR CANADA? The
third edition of "Tour Book for Antique Car
buffs" is now available. Bigger, brighter and
better, it contains details of over 500 museums
(car, motorcycle, fire engine etc), salvage
yards, dealers, restoration shops, plant tours.
Descriptions, photos, opening hours, travel
directions - 325 pages of it! $35 post paid
from Garth Moore, PO Box 6159,
Christchurch.

1938 AUSTIN 10 CAMBRIDGE SALOON,
reconditioned motor, original registration
paper, two registered owners, original Magnus
Motors Sales Documentation and Handbook.
Condition is unrestored and okay, but does
require restoration work, lots of spare.
Complete second car included for spares, (less
main body shell). Offers somewhere around
$2,500 will take vehicle away. Please contact
Barry Lenton phone (06) 378-611 n, fax (06)
378-7244.

1916 DODGE 4 TOURER. Project. All there
except drivers door and rear seat springs offers
around $4,000. Also 1951 Ariel KH Twin
motorcycle. All there except pipes and timing
chain lots of new parts included. $2,2000no.
Phone Don (04) 902-6654 day, (06) 364-8305
(evenings). Mobile (021) 650-038.

1938 AUSTIN 10 CAMBRIDGE SALOON,
reconditioned motor, original registration
papers, two registered owners, original Manus
Motors sales documentation and handbook.
Condition is unrestored and okay, but does
require restoration work, lots of spares.
complete second car is included for spares,
(less main body shell). All offers seriously
considered, althoug somewhere around
$2,500 will take vehiole away. Phone Barry
Lenton «6) 6110. fax «6) 378-7244.

MODEL A FORD MECHANICS
HANBOOK by Les Andrews. A fully illus
trated manual covering all aspects of Model A
repairs, maintenance, restoration, trouble
shooting etc. Probably the most detailed
Model A pUblication ever, it even lists thread
and tap sizes. The detailed text is accompa
nied by hundreds of diagrams and expanded
views. Ringbound A4 size. $95 post paid from
Garth Moore, PO Box 6159, Christchurch.

FORD 1947 SUPER DELUXE SEDAN.
100% original As found condition. Four
owners 85,000 miles. a little rust needs paint.
Not running. $3,000. Spare motor $350.
Phone (09) 277-6630.

BARKER SPORTS SALOON
COACHWORK. Complete from firewall
back, including upholstery. Taken from Rolls
Royce 20/25 chassis ancl could be adapted to
suit similar large 1930s motorcar. Alloy on
ash and in restorable condition or, alterna
tively, would provide a source of period
fittings for use in constl1lcting new body. Aiso
R-R Phantom n fan assembly and three post
war Lucas PIOOL headlamps. Offer. Phone
(09) 846-0475.

MAGNETO
SPECIALISTS
!AN HALLETT (H.N.c.) Hatfield

Registered Electronics Engineer

22 Frederick St, Phone (09) 625-7318
HiUsborough Fax (09) 625-7329
Auckland Mobile (025) 773-683
New Zealand

Email: magneto@xtra.co.nz

1<~ 1<~
P.O. BOX 859' Gl1fPlE' Q-H70' AUSTRALIA· PH/FAX 006175' 854400

Specialists ill Ausrralasian Petrol/Oil

Collecrables. Rcpro and Original

PETROUOIL DECALS+OIL BoTILFSI RACKS

ENAMEUTIN SIGNS+PETROL DOWSERS

GENERAL GARAGE COLLECTABLES

Established in 1984 RoadJide Relics produces a
wide mnge o/det'als fOr prtrol pump,', oil dispensers,

drums etc togerher luith tonnes oj'repro and used
original item!. Wit/.! il1C1Y:l/Jed imeml from Neu:

Mnllllul collectors (lie rfln f/OW sb~fi "omplete pumps
from $120 (Jlutk!dnd) plus $85 dOl'Ut/It'llf Il1Id pflt!

cl1IIrges (per shipment)

I EJecuic Bowsers

I
Manual Bow-secs

I/ro",s200 ji',mlsSOO

Catalogue $5 air-mailed or free with first order.

VISa - Master/Bank Card World-Wide

• FOR SALE • FOR SALE •
Turners

COLLECTABLE
MOTOR VEHICLE &

MEMORABILIA
AUCTION

WellinQton
1&2 April 2000

For details contact
Pierre Woon of Turners Auctions

Ph (04) 470·2701
08002828466

Fax 04 471 0857
email pwoon@turners.co.nz



WANTED

WANTED RENAULT SPLINED HUB
OR COMPLETE WHEEL. Takes 30 X
3'j, tyre splined 73-78mm. Also wanted
Veteran side lights. P&H style with handle
over top. Square steel kero tail light.
Phone/Fax (03) 578-8418. Mem.

WANTED FOR 1930 MODEL 9
SUNBEAM. Front hub with brake. fuel tank
with gear lever and gate. Have Model 9 parts
to swap including Druid forks and engine
parts. Greg Jolly, 32 Rhyndarra Street,
Yeronga, Brisbane, Australia 410 I.

WANTED TO BUY LE Velocette MKllI
Carburretor Type 363. 1951 Ariel Red
Hunter 500cc single frame with back stand.
Ridged WA or Spring SA. Please phone (06)
765-5465. Murray Aldridge, Stratford. Mem.

WANTED TO BUY a pair of bud vases. Also
some 17" 7 stud split rim wire wheels and a
pair of bumpers for a 1930 Model 20 Reo.
Phone (03) 349-3079 or email Lindsay at
lindsay.h@xtra.co.nz. Mem.

VOLKSWAGON PARTS WANTED - to
suit early model ears cg heart-tail-lights, traf
ficators, original 1001 kit, also accessories to
suit beetles eg Blaupunkt radio or similar.
Would also like to buy a tidy original pre '67
VW. Please phone Wayne (03) 383-0113.

1928 OAK LAND AA6 molor or block and
cylinder head wanted 3'/4 x 4'/, bore and
stroke. Phone Davc Harris (03) 215-6068 or
(025) 201-6722. Mem.

WANTED OLDER RESTORATION 1936
1964 coupe, convertible, sports car, any
condition considered. $2,000-$6,000. Also
required 1964 Holden Ute. Phone (06) 875
0542. Mem.

WANTED NEW HUDSON MOTORCYCLE
FRAME, engine parts 1912-1932. Armstrong
or Sturmey Archer 3 speed hub parts or
complete units, control levers. Terry or Lycett
Clip on seat. Tyres 26 x 2'/. beaded edge.
Phone (09) 478-9699.

MOTORCYCLE WANTED. VINTAGE OR
Classic 500cc or larger. Prefer tidy original or
older restoration. Must be complete. Will
view anywhere. Phone (09) 408-4988 or

I~~i:t,~,:.?' Hayward, Duncan Road, RD 2,

INDIAN 741 PARTS WAl\trED. Handlebars
- foot board hangers and pedals - front
mudguard- carbo Phone Brent (03) 325-4223.
Mem.

JAGUAR EARLY SPARES WANTED TO
BUY. For pre-war, Mk IV and Mk V cars.
Engines, gearboxes, body parts, wheels etc.
NZ SS register co-ordinator Monty Claxton.
Phone/fax (03) 332-7864.

ANY TRIUMPH MODEL W PARTS.
Information, pictures contract details or parts
for DOT three wheeler commercial motor
cycle. have Garrard side car need bike to pull
it, or part exchange for combination. Phone
Chris (09) 533-8050. Mem.
OLD METAL PEDAL CARS WANTED
from 1930s - 40s - 50s for private collection.
Any leads appreciated also parts for same.
Phone (06) 377-3884 collect.

1930 CHEVROLET MOTOR PARTS ETC.
Phone (03) 615-7301.

ClTROEN LIGHT 15 tlat boot, authentic.
Top example sought. Phone Neville King
(03) 418-0245 2RD, BaJclutha

PB VAUXHALL 3.3 ENGINE BEARINGS,
big ends 10/20/30/40 mains 10/20/30/40 also
4 speed with overdrive gear box to suit same.
Also require other Vauxhall parts. Phone (06)
844-5243. Mem.
KLAXON HORNS, two required pre 1928 as
must have the "Aougah" Sound Phone or fax
Wayne (07) 574-0677.

SWAP MEETS &
RALLIES

DUNEDIN
AUTOSPECTACUlAR

8 July 2000
Organised by the PVCC " vcc

We hope to fill our great indoor venue
with the broadest selection of makes

and models, be they new old,
restored, modified or special purpose.

Sell &: Swap, car boot sale.

PO Box 1091 Dunedin.

ALL AMERICAN
VEHICLE DAY

Sunday February 20, 2000
Organised by the South Canterbury Branch of vcc

Meet at Caroline Bay Car Park Nth End,
9.30am (wet or fine) for display and cruise,

bring lunch.
Come and enjoy a good day's motoring

Phone (03) 686 1968
01 n ~ Nr:W t'AA<. TDIlt'N:<' k MnTnDt'Vt"11=( ~II(".IRI r:

SWAP MEET
&

COLLECTIBLES DAY
Horowhenua Branch • Levin Racecourse

Saturday 25th March 2000
This day is primarily for Vintage car buffs,

but Hotrod, Classic Cars, Motorcycles, 4 wheel
drive buyers and sellers will all be there, along

with all sorts of other collectibles.
Fast Food Outlets Too

Sellers $6 per site. Covered sites $10
Open Friday 24 March for setup.
Open 8am Saturday 25 March

Admission:

U per person

Family pass $5

Enquiries: Alton Harrison (06) 368-9288

SEE YOU THERE

Westland Vintage Car Club

YEAR 2000 RALLY
• 18TH MARCH •

We invite you to join us in our
Annual Rally.

Enjoy the Scenic Splendour of
Westland with good food and top

entertainment to follow at
Shantytown.

Entries Close 10th March

Enquiries to Club Captain
John Boyes, 2 Paroa Terrace

Greymouth
Telephone (03) 762-6031

Fax (03) 768-9431
Email jgboyes@mlnldata.co.nz

or Robin Ross phone (03) 762-6545.

SWAPMEET Ill'
MOTORCYCLE I I I I

ONLY

Organised by Waikato Classic Motorcyde Club

New Zealand's largest motorcycle only
Swap Meet. Fully covered venue.

Waikato Events Centre, Claudelands,
Heaphy Terrace, Hamilton.

-Site Reservations are Available
Future dates booked are: 22/4/2001,

21/4/2002, 13/4/2003
~nquiries Phone (07) 827-4317,

email: ian-marg.cartwright@xtra.co.nz



NATIONAL SOUTH ISLAND RALLY
EASTER 2000 APRIL 21·24

Canterbury Branch NZVCC is hosting a rally to be held over Easter 2000 and invite you all to Christchurch to

t:elebrate the Year 2000 and the 150th anniversary of the founding of Canterbury.
Excellent rally and social venues centred on Rit:carton Racecourse.

Seven rally routes to cater for all classes. Special routes for motorcycles and early Veterans.
After the 2000 Rally in Hamilton, plan to visit us for Easter (Anzac Day Holiday follows Easter Monday)

Optional activities, including a Speed Event will be organised for Easter Monday.
Entry forms available NOW.

Rally Chairman: Bob Humm
Telephone: (03) 347-8440

Rally Secretary: Judy Bennetts
714 Hills Road, Christchurch 5.

Telephone (03) 385-6333

North Island Easter Rally 2000

1aranald MaUllga Moana Ra\\~

21-25 April 2000
New Plymouth

Taranaki Branch Vintage Car Club
invites you to Taranaki
For a fun filled motoring weekend

Three days of great motoring in scenic Taranaki

Small Veteran vehicles catered for on separate routes

Register your Interest now with
Rally Secretary: B Watson, 4a Catherine Crescent, New Plymouth. Phone/fax 06 751 0309

-• Friday 26th - Registration and No~~in& atter
• Saturday 27th -Rally, Supporters Tour, "Evening Entertainment
• Sunday 28th -Swapmeet, Gymkhana, Public Display, Prizegiving Dinner
• Monday 29th - Saturday 3rd Feb - After Rally Tour
• Sunday 4th Feb - la ic Motorcycle Racing at Pukekohe

"~I/'e Ili'IV(' ;1

lidl weekend 0/
exciting
enterti:1inment
i:lnd excellent
country riding
ahead fhr
those a/you
who come and
joh? us for the
11th National
Motorcycle
Rally, 26th 
28th .January
2001. We
look forward to

seeing you

Accommodation bookings at Akoranga Hall are being accepted now, $40 per night per single
room and $60 per night per twin room. Limited twin rooms available.
To register and book your accommodation please send your name, address and phone
number along with a $20 deposit to:

11.... 0 ..... 11" c" ...... ,."+ ..... n. f"Mi T"......."lin 7h. (""I.i ..... ("r,,~ Cllr...·l.·,fin. 1\.111"-1..... 1..... "".....1



VETERAN • VINTAGE • MOTORCYCLE • CLASSIC • MEMORABILIA

ANNUAL
VINTAGE - CLASSIC CAR - MOTORCYCLE

SHOW & MEMORABILIA
Including

Iurfl;ers Collectable Auction

&
Show: Saturday 1st 12 noon to 1opm, Sunda
Auction: Sunday 2nd 2pm onwards.
The show will still be viewable during the auction

Presented by:
'11-/ 811ington Brancti In association with
Vintage Car Club 0( New Zealand (Inc.) Turners Auctions Ltd.

TO BE HELD AT:
Turners Car Auctions
Kaiwharawhara Road

Ngaio Gorge
Wellington

23rd PUKEKOHE
SWAP MEET 2000

Organised by the
Auckland Branch of the Chevrolet

Enthusiasts Club of NZ Inc.

$5 per day per person
Sites $25

Gates Open 7.00am Saturday, 8.00 am Sunday

A & P Showgrounds, Pukekohe
26th & 27th Feb 2000
CAR SHOW SUNDAY

TRADE SPACES ONLY MAY BE PRE BOOKED!!!
For more information write
PO Box 76331, Manukau City or phone Bi'll 021 902 602



5TH ANNUAL

Classic and Collectable
Motor
Show

Rl~~~EALAND .'
~~~~ccm

T7Je Fifth annual Classic
and Collectable A1otor

show in conjunction
with Classic Car
i11agazine present

the
show ql2000

March 17-19 2000
at Claudelands
Showgrounds,

Hamilton.

See you there!
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VCC Branch
Reports

Please confine your national reports to
approximately 200 words!

Ashburton Dianc Ross

Although the weather has been patchy
there has been plenty of action among our
motoring stalwarts. Dot and Les Bames
took a group to Kaikoura during
Christchurch Show Weekend. A fortnight
prior to that four cars and their crews
enjoyed the Mount Cook Rally, the

newly restored Morris Minor. Soon David
and Marion Oakley are taking a dozen back
country enthusiasts on a six day tour of
various roads written about in Beaded
Wheels articles over the years.

Then of course there are some vehicles
not often catered for on VCC runs so Vern
Ellis and co-pilot Barry Hunt took
advantage of a tractor trek to have an
outing in Vcm's 1924 International Truck.

The Oakley's famous Christmas Run
has been and gone. Organised this year for
the young at heart, team Rudolph and team
Blitzen competed against each other at
check points playing pooh sticks, reading
and writing cryptic seasonal greetings,
magnetic fishing and throwing water filled
balloons through netball hoops.

Ivan Happer has resumed working on
his 1939 Willys Overland and John
Rickard is trying to locate an elusive knock
in the Austin Roadster well known around
the South Island when motored by his late
father, Fred.

Rob had an interesting find lately when
he went to look at a tractor which became
available when a farmlet was being tidied
up ready for leasing. Would you believe
sitting out in the middle of the yard was a
1913-14 Cadiliac chassis, front axle and
diff all complete with hubcaps.

To those taking part in the Royal &
SunAlliance Rally 2000, have fun. I'm sure
thp.~p. \11111 hp. lnt(' n.f t"lolAC' tn h,:o. t"lri nf't-_

Auckland John Stokes

Motorcycles: Our annual motorcycle
run attracted 76 club eligible machines out
of 79 entrants. A well-plotted run by
Malcolm Brown took entrants through the
Ness Valley and into forestry around the
Mangatawhiri area. The social went off
well with some entrants modelling Bendon
under garments, although it is not stated
what type of lace or frill content was
involved. Peter Goulden, 1960 Velocette,
Colin Learning 1950 Scott, Jack Rees 1935
Norton, and Lee and Margaret Brookes
1953 BSA, shared overall Ist place. Top
marks to Bob Masters, 1914 Clyno, our
sole Veteran entrant. Glen Bright 1952
Norton won the Susan Bright Memorial
Trophy for youngest rider. The trophy
consists of a baby's bottle with a model
Sunbeam motorcycle inside it. Statistics for
the rally are as follows: I Veteran, 10
Vintage, 17 PV, 40 PWV, 8 P60v, combi
nations and classics are counted in VCC
age categories. Bikes made up the bulk of
vehicles submitted for judging for restora
tion awards at our gymnic. Bert Horsnell,
1955 Matchless G9, took gold. Brian
Teutenberg, 1955 Matchless G9, took
silver plus Roger Willis, 1964 AJS 31P,
took silver plus. Vic Brickell, 1950
Triumph Speed Twin took silver.

Veterans: Bruce Madgwick has finally
sorted his 1908 De Dion twin by increasing
f-l-. .......... l-.~.~~4- 1_._ I • •



Eastern Bay of Plenty EIaine Proffit

The last weekend of October we had
eight cars travel to Taumarunui where we
joined members from Taupo, Tauranga,
Rotorua and South Waikato branches as
guests of King Country branch who
organised a trip to Whangamomona's
Republic Day. Thirty cars left Taumarunui
on the Saturday morning for what was an
interesting run through new territory for
some. Although a little damp, it was a fas
cinating day with the various activities,
stalls etc. More new territory as the return
journey took us through Ohura. Not even an
ice-cream shop there! A brilliant weekend
and thanks to King Country branch for your
hospitality and evening meals.

The following weekend our branch
hosted 14 cars - and their occupants, of
course! from Gisborne for their reciprocal
visit. We failed to turn on the usual Eastern
Bay weather but the precipitation didn't
deter us from having a fun weekend with
EBOP "just" winning the trophy.

November club night, the men went to a
car painter while the ladies had a jewellery
evening. Our last run for the century was
the Chairman's Christmas Run - mostly

, , .

month. Venue is destined to vary, however,
the library was a good first choice attracting
many 'new' faces. The next is in February.

The Commercial Section enjoyed a
noggin and natter at 'Storer's Fowl House'
with up to 30 attending, followed in
December with a Christmas 'do' in the
barn. Sounds like strong farm intluences
here??

The Annual Night Trial/Christmas
Social was held this year on December 4th
with Children's Christmas Picnic and Santa
event on the 19th.

Excellent support for both, especially
the latter with children clearly outnum
bering parents and grandparents and filling
our Club with their squeals, laughter, tears,
and entertainment. Santa breezed in from
the North Pole with his allnual spellbound
young audience taking in his every word.

Presents, photo opportunities and the
sound of ripping paper, chatter and laughs
were plelltiful evidence of a good time had!

On that note we will again be in com
munication with great expectations during
the big VCC events of 2000.

Canterbury Tony Becker

November and December were big
months for motoring and social events in
Christchurch. The $25 million 440 metre
Otira viaduct opening on November 6th
was supported by 122 branch vehicles com
pleting the 200 mile round trip. Well
organised traffic and pedestrian control as
we arrived to negotiate the
famous zig-zag to Otira school
grounds was a little negated by
the lack of an actual parade of
cars up the new structure due to
delays and changes to ribbon
cutting arrangements by the then
Prime Minister Shipley. The run
itself went extremely well and a
great day out despite a little
moisture about later.

The Show Weekend tour
took in northwest territory based
at Murchison. Although wet, a
great time was had on different
and new roads through bush,
stream and lakes, attracting 36 The Otira Viaduct on opening ribbon cutting day 6
cars of all ages. Chairman Tony November.
and Leigh Craythorne organised
the weekend which ended with some
electing to retlll11 via the new Otira Viaduct
again.

The big Rangiora based weekend 20121
November embraced the Car Show of the
Century, Veteran Rally and Homestead
Run. Four hundred and fifty odd cars and
vehicles from 1898 to 2000 made this event
a serious 'must' for the enthusiast. Peter
Barnett charged with organising most
factors did a splendid job and the parade of
100+ vehicles each representing one year of
manufacture displayed complete with
laminated descriptions, was a fascinating
sight. Prizes for displays included Morris
Owner's Club for best representing 100
years of motoring, selected by motoring
writer Dave Moore, while Peoples Choice
was won by Brian Black's Unic London
taxi.

The following days Homestead, One
Make, and Veteran events all went
extremely well with some 280 vehicles
involved. Twenty-nine of these starting in
the Veteran Rally. The homesteads of
North Canterbury visited were well chosen
and interesting with ample parking.

Becoming an active subsection, the 'P'
section (PV, PWV, P60V) now seem to
have established a regular monthly noggin'
....... ...J _ ~:~\.. 1 "'.• T •.• ,... .. ,t~ 1: ..L_

our branch from Horowhenua arrived in his
1923 Fiat 50 Is. Alister also had a 1922 Fiat
5 IOs. The 510 is in good company with our
501 at the Te Puke Auto Barn. Here's
hoping for a 50S!

It's hard to imagine Norma and loe
Marsden without their Austin. After all
these years they have sold it and I under
stand it has returned to its old stamping
ground. The same for Dulcie and Arnold
Mortensen, having sold their Model A
which they have owned since 1982. They
are now driving a 1966 Daimler V8.

I believe there are over 30 cars heading
to the International Rally from our branch.
Will look forward to seeing you all there.

The L,)dy Driver Run held in October
drew 13 entrants. Graham Carlson
organised this enjoyable event which
finished at Omokoroa Domain.

Ruahihi Power Station was the meeting
place for our November run where the
group were taken on an hour tour of the
facility, followed by a drive alongside the
pipepline and canal and back to McLarens
Falls for a picnic lunch.

At our November meeting Bill lanes
spoke on his other hobby, aero engines. Bill
had on display a piece of his own craftwork
- a 'I< scale working aircraft motor 
Hispano Suiza 8 cylinder.

Colin Dickinson entertained us at our
final meeting of the year, when he spoke of
his amusing experiences - finding his 1923
Chevrolet, 1910 Darracq, then his 1910
International Buggy. Colin rebuilt these
cars to perfection and then enjoyed rallying
them. The Chev is still in our club proudly
owned by loan and Lin Aitken who toured
Australia in it a few years back as Margaret
and Colin had done previously. He is at
present restoring a 1913 Douglas motor
bike.

Once again due to the grand effort of
Dave Ryan and his team our BOP
swapmeet was a successful event.

Several members have been very active
between rallies showing their cars at
Omokoroa School fund raiser event, Down
Town Tauranga, where members offer
rides and have raised over $200 this year
for the Cancer Appeal and lastly the
"Greerton End of Century" Christmas
Parade. All these outings have to be a great
promotion for the BOP VCc.

How kind the weather man was to us for
our Xmas Party. After a very miserable day
the sun shone just as we were due to arrive
at Marie and Roger Pierson's beautiful
gardens at Te Puna. It was good to see 10
and Albert Edlin arrive in their very smart
newly restored 1965 Daimler. A new
........ "" t... _ t\ I:~ _ T"' l.. }....""" : :"": ,...,1

Bay of Plenty Gladys Greaves

accurately profiled. Bmce, along with Ross
10nes 1906 Cadiliac, Russell Vincent 1905
Cadillac, Bill Shears 1914 AC, and Monty
Scarborough 1913 Ford T, helped
strengthen Waikato's Veteran rally. Bruce
has also finished an engine overhaul on
Nicholas Pointon's 1909 Renault AX. The
Ron lacob 1911 Duo cyclecar was seen in
Alan Woolf's custody at a motorway
opening celebration.

Vintage: Alan Budgen has bought a
1922 Cadillac model 61 sedan ex Garth
Hogan, ex USA. It is incredibly original,
the door panels being cast aluminium. It's
amazing the way the Yanks are still getting
them out of barns and old collections. Peter
Alderdice took a silver restoration award at
our gymnic with his 1929 Morgan Aero, the
only car(?) to be entered for judging.
Graham Satherly produced a very nice
Chrysler model 65 roadster at the same
event but didn't put it up for judging.

PV PW: Tim Connors 1948 Series E
Mon'is is nearing completion and 10hn and
Shirley Foot took first overall with the 1937
Buick at Rotorua's Sulphur city Rally.
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getting some lost but good practice for
those unfamiliar with it. A gymkana
followed and the afternoon finished off
with a pot luck barbecue. The run was won
by the Proftits and the gymkana by the
Ashleys.

Hawkes Bay Wayne Clark

The Biennnial Ride in a Truck Day to
raise funds for child cancer research was
held on 15 October with a few of the more
commerically orientated persons being
involved. Yes old Louis was there and the
Ransomes were there and between all
involved nearly $20,000 was raised.

Central Hawkes Bay became the base
for both the Veteran and Homestead runs.
The former was reputed to have had a taste
of all seasons with even a touch of the
white fluffy stuff. Twelve cars started and
II finished, the casualty being broken
clutch release components. No doubt Mike
Perry has already made good the damage
and is motoring again.

The following day 60 vehicles started on
the Homestead run from Onga Onga. First
taking in the historic village then onto
Gwavas Station to view the gardens etc,
then onto Gunsons property where a picnic
lunch on the lawn was the order of the day.
To cap off the day and just before the rain
came, Mr and Mrs LaITy Whites homestead
received a visit. So for those that motored
both days, some 200 miles were covered
and a most enjoyable time was had by all.

Napier celebrated 125 years of existence
(I guess), on the 27th November and to
mark this a cavalcade of motoring history
comprising 140 or so entries from horse
drawn, steam (of course) and right through
to modern day, made a memorable parade.
At one stage l witnessed Geoff QUaITie
being pushed in his GW 12 for a start. The
darn thing backfired (and loud), right next
to a horse team (Clydesdales) and they
never even flinched. I was somewhat
impressed - The day for me was ]4 hours
by the time I lit up at 6am, raised steam,
drove to Napier and returned home after the
parade, but it was well worth it.

After the Christmas parties etc, the dawn
of the new millenium alTived with the
Sunrise 2000 Rally organised by Geoff,
Dianne and helpers. Lets hope a full length
article follows. On New Years Day we held
a motorshow at the Napier Boys High
School. Many members of the public came
through and I had the privilege of having
not only a ride but a drive of Pete De Gros
locomobile steamer which I returned with a
run on the Ransomes engine. Thanks Pete
for the opportunity - remember "in the
realm of power, steam is king".

Welcome to new member Leanne
Freeman - the day I catch you with slightly
less elegant attire you will be on the
footplate feeding coal into the hungry fire
box.

Cheers.

Manawatu Dallas Denby

vehicle is the "Car of the Century". The
Model T Ford won the vote on the night.

The planning by Dave Livingston and
helpers for the gymkhana on December 5th
was well worth the time, as it was a fun day
enjoyed by all. There were about a dozen
cars of all makes and models with a variety
of tasks to complete. The Military Vehicle
Collectors Club became involved in the
activities and also thoroughly enjoyed the
day.

Our clubrooms were used for the first
time for the CCS Christmas Party held on
the I I December. This was also a great
success with Hot Rod Club, Police and
again the Military Vehicles and their bren
gun caITiers, joining the VCC to give rides
to the children. The beautiful weather for
that day helped with the enjoyment.

Marlborough Trev Harris

Local members who have an interest in
historic places have been well catered for in
the past month.

A day trip to the peaceful Pinedale
Motor Camp in the heart of the
Wakamarina Valley would have allowed
members to sit back and enjoy the tran
quility of the area as it now is. It was hard
to imagine the chaotic state the little valley
was in 130 odd years ago. Close on 30,000
men, including many of extremely dubious
character, scrambled and struggled to
extract gold from the valleys river, creeks
and gullies. During the height of the
Wakamarina Rush over 60,000 ounces of
gold were taken from the valley, and today
a keen person with a pan and shovel can
still produce some "colour" from the river
at the motor camp.

Late in November members visited the
Langley Dale homestead at Northbank.
This old home was built in stages over a
number of years for William Adams, the
first Marlborough Provincial
Superintendent. The house was only half
finished when William and his wife took up
residence in 1857 and has remained in the
Adams' family, until recently, when a trust
was formed to arrest deterioration and
preserve the property.

We were well pleased with our Swap
Meet in early November. Over 40 stall sites
most of which offered a good range of
motoring items and some good pickings.
We were pleased to have members from all
our neighbouring branches present.

We warmed up for Christmas with a
Brayshaw Park Festive Night, featuring
local bands, singer etc. Our VCC Christmas
Barbecue was once again well attended, we
were privileged to have our National
President and his wife with us informally
for the evening.

Nelson Ken Morris

Our Biennial Rally held over Labour
weekend was by all accounts a most suc
cessful event. The Gymkhana held at
Motueka after a leisurely drive was enjoyed
by all who took part. Longest distance
tr!H!pllprl ,,,pont tn Rrl'.ln l\."~~;lI;n'ln an.rl

the most interesting entries was Duncan
Rutherford's recently acquired ABC.

There was a good turnout of members
for the ready to roll opening of the Stoke
Bypass on Sunday 15th of November. This
new road is due to open officially early in
the year 2000 and links Richmond to
Annesbrook following the coastline, and
will bypass the village of Stoke.

Twenty-four members have so-far
entered the 2000 rally at Hamilton which is
the highest of all South Island branches.
Preparations by most of our rally entries are
well underway, with some members having
done major restorations and some just
general maintenance. They are looking
fOlward to what should be a great rally.

Rovering on.

Northland Lyn Wrack

Life is in the fast lane at present so just
a quick note to say how the last two months
have gone.

The Far North Tour had over 90 entries
again and what roads we travelled on.
Dargaville was the starting point where we
viewed the mighty Wairoa River which
once had logs stacked from bank to bank
waiting to be loaded on sailing ships for
foreign countries. Our journey took us
through the Waipoua Kauri Forest and onto
Waimamaku for our first break. This settle
ment has not changed since the I940s and
the road we took after this was the
Waiotcmarama Gorge which had the horses
still tethered outside the houses, presum
ably to eat the grass, as lawnmowers were
not a high priority and a ride to the grocers
shop would only take a few minutes - much
cheaper than using petrol.

It was a trip that took you back to the
turn of the century when very few vehicles
were on these roads and the harsh reality of
making a living, (which is still evident),
was foremost in the minds of the settlers.
Vehicles were only used as a means of bulk
transport maybe once a month for provi
sions.

We wound our way through Taheke,
Horeke and then on up to Okaihau for the
lunch break. Only a few minor breakdowns
to stop for and then it was out onto the main
road, over the Mangamukas before heading
inland again through Peria before arriving
at Taipa for the evening. Again the Far
North Branch gave us a wonderful spit
roast evening meal which amazed us with
the variety of fare.

Kawakawa has just held the gala
opening of their celebrated new toilet
block, designed and built by Mr
Hunterwasser who just happens to live in
the area most of the year and is a well
known European artist and sculptor. The
Far North Branch and Northland members
were able to muster 26 vehicles for the
parade and as a gimmick, put on a bloomer
show! There was a trophy presented to the
VCC Branches from the Parade organisers
- The Hot Seat Trophy - which went to the
Far North and this could become an annual
affair!

It's now time to reflect where this



The Ba/dutha Traffic Bridge on the weekend some of OUT members departed for higher ground.
Photo Olive HelLier.

up for a great night to see the new
millennium in and then it's not too long
before we all head south for the Rally.

Southland Dave Harris

November was a very busy month with
the Arrowtown Motor Cycle Rally moved
back a week to avoid a clash with the
Clutha Rally organised by the South Otago
Branch. The Arrowtown Rally attracted
over 40 entries, including entries from
several other Branches. For some, the rally
started in Invercargill (the more modern
bikes) and for others it started in Mossburn.
Unfortunately some of the route had to be
changed due to roads being unusable due to
flood damage, but the rally was able to get
to Arrowtown (a feat that looked unlikely a
couple of days before). The field tests were
held in Arrowtown on the Saturday
afternoon and the interclub trophy
challenge was to be held on Sunday
morning. Only the South Otago representa
tives showed on Sunday so won the trophy
by default. Winner of the rally was Russell
from Temuka.

A week later was the 25th anniversary of
the opening of the Southland Branch
Clubrooms, and a run was held to
Branxholme, to the same venue as both the
run held on the day of the building opening
and the first Rally held by the Southland
Vintage Car Club. There were 85 vehicles
including 13 motorcycles. After photos
were taken at Branxholme everyone
returned to the Clubrooms for refreshments
and to receive their plaques from the
Branch's Patron, Ray Lindsay who was
assisted by his brother Russcll. A social
followed in the evening.

Sunday 5th December saw the branch's
first Vintage Rally. This rally attracted 19
entries, but only 13 arrived at the stalt.
After a tour around the city in fine weather
field tests were held at a local park then
there was a leisurely tour to the north of
Invercargill. The rally finished at the
Clubrooms and was followed by a pot luck
tea. First equal in the tield tests were Neil
Kidd (Austin 7) and Ferg McDowell
(Triumph 7) while the road section was
won by Gavin McKay (Ford T). Overall
winner was Ferg McDowel1.

A night trial was held on the 16th
December which took the form of a scatter
run 10 each of the advertisers in the Branch
newsletter where there was a picture to
identify in the window. There were about
25 cars, both old and new and supper
followed at the Clubrooms.

South Otago Bill Cross

As the 20th century drew to a close,
South Otago Branch members were busy
attending local rallies and arranging a mil
lennium event for 30 March 2000. An
application was made to the Clutha District
Council Millennium Fund to produce a cer
litil'Mp f"r ~ r,,~~t tf) rf)~~t fWf'nt from

Haast to the West Coast, staying overnight
at Albert Town.

Bob and Margaret Woodford gave a talk
at the November meeting on their various
visits to the USA to attend the meets of the
Early Ford V8 Club of America, a most
informative address although it seemed that
the credit card account could take a
pounding! The Woodfords presented the
branch with a collection of motoring books.
Dean Katon and Tony Smith have been
appointed delegates to the Southland
Branch's Millennium rally to Te Anau
during the spring of 2000.

The Otago Branch Taieri Tour was
attended by Jim Beeby and Joan Davey
(1937 Austin Seven), John and Jan Cook
(1962 Morris Oxford), Paul and Kaye
McNabb (1939 Chrysler - did it break
down?), and Robin and Margaret McCall
(1936 Plymouth).

The West Otago Show and the
Arrowtown Motorcycle Rally were both on
the same weekend that the Clutha River,
fed by the flooding southern lakes decided
to foist its raging torrents on the South
Otago flat land. Neville King (1954
Sunbeam), Robin Benington (1941 Indian),
and lan McDonald (1930 Triumph) left the
flooded countryside to look at more
flooded ground at Queenstown, while
Stuart and Noeline Milne (1956 Hillman)
and Peter Umfreville (1966 Wolseley)
headed for higher ground at the West Otago
A & P Show. In October 1999 the Branch
hosted members of the Otago Ford
Heritage Club.

South Waikato Dolphy Mathis

September 26th saw seven Club cars
taking part in our monthly drive, organised
by Jack Anderson and Laurie Hope.
Leaving the Clubrooms at 1:30 p.m. the
route took us around the backroads of
Lichfield, Pa Tarunga and into Tuau for a
tour of an Emu farm, which was very inter
esting. These birds are attracted to any
~hinv thino:~ ~11c.h a~ wfltc.hf'S ::mcl rinp"~

you. During to the tour it seems that Reg
Blomfield was minus his club badge. 'One
of those birds took it' was the cry. Thanks
to Jack Laurie for an interesting afternoon.

During early November Reg and Poko
Blomfield and myself with the help of
personnel from Carter Holt Harvey were
able to plot a very interesting course for our
TTT rally held on the 28th of November. In
spite of the heavy rain 26 cars arrived to
take part. The first car started at 10.00 am
and the rest started at one-minute intervals.
At 10.45 I got a phone call to say a large
tree had fallen across the road, which, after
confrontation, gave way to the entrants.
The lunch stop was at a Tiamuri Hall. After
lunch it was still raining and a lot of
puddles were driven through on the way
back through to Kinleith. We tinished at the
Tokoroa fire station for prize giving. One
Rally driver was heard to say that he was
following a certain Fiat Bambina when it
hit a pool of water and disappeared for a
few seconds. Prizes were as follows; 1st
Vintage, Doug and Dorreen Green, 2nd
Hagelen, Margaret Louegran. Post Vintage;
Jack and Judy MacKinnon, 2nd, Neville
Beal. Post war; John and Carmel Patterson,
2nd Brian and Sheryl Clothier. Post 60;
Cliff Wickham and ElIy McKensie, 2nd,
Graham and Dawn Cooper. The TTT
overall winners were John and Carmel
Patterson. Furthest travelled were Hugh
and Jill Couson from New Plymouth. From
the South Waikato, a Very Happy New
Year to you all.

Taranaki Colin Johnson

"Happy New Year" everybody and on
behalf of the Taranaki branch welcome to
the new millennium. All of our cars were
made last century and it sure makes one
feel older as time ticks away.

Preparations for the National North
Island Easter Rally and our annual
Maunga-Moana Rally are progressing well.
The organising committee is about to
alloc.:Jtf' arf'as of rf'snon~ihilitv to its
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this year with the two rallies being held
together. Any further information can be
obtained from the rally secretary Barry
Watson.

At the November Noggin and Natter, Mr
Stefan Campbell from Magellan
Technologies gave us all an interesting talk
and showed videos on the use of ROV's
(Remotely Operated Vehicles) etc. They
are used to do underwater inspections,
tooling construction, surveys and C01Tosion
engineering and protection etc. This was a
rare opportunity to hear an expert talk on
this little known subject and sure proved to
be a very interesting evening. We had an
insight into the Persian Gulf oilfields
during the Gulf wars and also the supply
ship The Sterma to the Maui A and Maui B
oil platforms.

Two more very rare cars have come to
Taranaki. Steve Trott has purchased a 1950
Studebaker Commander convertible. A
1934 Packard Roadster Super 8 is nearing
completion and will be ready for the big
rally.

Murray Aldridge has just procured a
1953 Red Hunter Ariel motorcycle and we
look forward to seeing these vehicles on the
roads we have in Taranaki.

Another display has been set-up in our
clubrooms, a 1924 Sunbeam motorcycle
has been lent to the branch as a display
item. It is hoped that other items relating to
motorcycles will be either donated or lent
to make this an interesting area along with
our displays of the Shell petrol pump and
other last century automobilia. Our
clubrooms are well worth a visit if you are
holidaying in or around Taranaki.

Taupo Jack Hindess

The Navigators Trophy run was held on
17 October. It was run in and around Taupo
with a short jaunt out to Aratiatia. The run
was well attended and this years winners
were Jeff and Angela Clark. At our
November meeting we had Bill Swann
telling LIS about his recent trip to Mongolia,
which is a little outside the usual tourist
circuit.

Recent runs were highlighted by the
visit to Whangamomona on Republic Day.
Nine local cars took part and there were
about thirty cars from local branches.
Hosted by the King Country branch we
were impressed by their organisation and
hospitality.

On the local scene we had a gymkhana
at Kinloch with a picnic lunch on the
reserve for our final run of the year.
Organised by Keith in his usual flamboyant
style it is appropriate to mention that he and
Dawn celebrated their Golden Wedding on
IQ December.

We had our Christmas Dinner at the
clubrooms early in December and this year
we donated gifts, to our four footed friends
at the SPCA. A good turnout with an
opportunity to socialise.

Thp l'll1h l'"n':lino;: 'ronhv W}lS }lw}lnied

pated in club events regularly throughout
the year.

Waikato Lestey Webster

November saw our Veteran owners
venture out in weather that was not too
promising, 16 entrants on the day. Some
took advantage of a bought lunch at the
c1ubrooms, others supplied their own
before heading off for the afternoons
country jaunt. Visiting a Dolls Museum
and a stop for afternoon tea. Most managed
to get around without getting caught in the
downpours that frequently fell that
afternoon. Those who stayed for dinner and
the light entertainment were not disap
pointed.

December saw a small turnout for our
Family Christmas run, but maybe the
change to a Saturday when most of the
local runs are on a Sunday may have not
helped. Our last club night of the year was
a Pot Luck Dinner. Record attendance at
this and I'm sure everyone had time to mix
and mingle with members. It was great to
see a lot of new members attending, we had
tables set up outside as well. Our last run of
the year is always to Piriongia Races on
Boxing Day, which those who attend seem
to enjoy.

From the Waikato Branch we wish you
all a very Merry Christmas and a pros
perous New Year, safe motoring to you all.
See you in the New Year. To all those who
are doing restorations for Rally 2000 we
look forward to seeing you all there in
February.

Wairarapa Frances Elwin

Seasons greetings from the Wairarapa
Branch and safe motoring in the new
millenium.

On a sad note the branch learned of the
sudden passing of Heather Bayliss on 13
December 1999, Heather and her husband
Tony are members of our branch and
Heather stood on our committee for several
years as our branch Secretary. Our sincere
sympathy goes to Tony and his family.

The branch run to Hawera was a great
success and a great time was had by all
wind attended. Our thanks to the organisers
Evelyn and Peter Chisholm. Winners of the
Reliability Cup for which this rally was
organized were Les and Margaret Poole.
From what I have heard this is the first time
Les has been lost for words.

December 3-5 1999 was our Annual
Gold Medal Trial, although numbers were
down a little this year (25 entries).
Everyone had a very good run to the
Ashhurst Hotel for lunch. After a timed
morning section, then a free run back to the
clubrooms in the afternoon. Ruby Holmes
and her lady helpers put on a superb dinner
followed by prize-giving and awarding of
the medals.

Winners were Richard Caldwell 1928
Indian, John Viner 1939 Ariel, Ken Ward
19'i'i. RMW. Howard and Marioll Sims

Overall winners for the Ken Bull Shield
were Howard & Marion Sims. After a short
run on Sunday the entrants had a light
lunch and headed off home.

December 12 1999 was our Christmas &
Concours run, organised by Dick and
Doreen O'Brien. A fun run with entrants
splitting into two, one going clockwise the
other anti-clockwise, checkpoint in the
middle of the route and both pal1ies having
to pass at the same time and meet again at
the clubrooms at the same time. The winners
being Mary Buick and Francis Pointon. The
winner of the Concours cup going to John
Satherthwaite with his 1912 Model T. A
great way for the branch to end up this
century and look forward to the new.

Waitemata Keith Humphreys

Our major event since the last notes was
the Chelsea Walsh Hillclimb held in the
beautiful grounds of the Chelsea Sugar
Refinery. With a fresh breath of enthusiasm
spearheaded by club captain Di
Humphreys, a good entry was anticipated
and this proved to be so.

Twenty-nine starters fronted up with
some travelling quite a distance to compete
such as Gordon VogthelT from Hastings in
the Healey and Wallace McNair in the
thundering aero engined Sunbeam from
Hamilton.

'Efficiency' is the new keyword with
many of the cars being scruitineered the
preceding day by Ryan McDonald at his
"Mac's Garage", and all the hay bales,
flags, fire extinguishers, marshalls and
communications (courtesy of the North
Shore Amateur Radio Club) in place early
leaving the best part of the day for compe
tition.

Despite quite heavy rain in surrounding
districts, the venue stayed completely dry,
and an excellent day was enjoyed by all,
with no drama or accidents, excepting the
sound and fury of the McNair Sunbeam all
tyres squealing and thunderous exhaust.

FTD went to Roger Munns in the
Buckler with its Elva OHV conversion
(32.95 secs), 2nd was Brian Wyness in the
very competitive XK 120 (34.27) and 3rd
was Robert MeNair (faster than Dad) in the
aero engined Sunbeam 34.63 secs).

Fastest motorcycle was Jamie Simpson
on the Rex Acme (only reassembled the
night before) at 35.29 secs.

At the barbecue afterwards Roy
Wombwell was presented with the "John
Simpson Memorial Trophy" for the most
enthusiastic entrant.

All in all a great day with some superb
efforts, like Kelvin Hill who worked day
and night to get the ex Ron Roycroft
Morgan three wheeler mobile for the even
and whose wife Catherine was not only still
speaking to him, but rode sidechair with
him too!

This vear oromises to be another boomer



Wanganui Fay Chamberlain

It is at this time of year that the
community really appreciates us Vintage
Car Club fellahs! From Cubs and Scouts, to
hospice fund raising, Christmas parades,
school galas, displays at major equestrian
events, and "endless" Father Christmas'
requiring transpOlt (one member had three in
five hours!) ... you name it, we've been
there!

As promised, the result of October's
Whop Whops Wander through the back
roads of Taranaki-King Country-Waitomo
was a mighty awesome one! Anybody
wanting to get to know their fellow club
members better should try sleeping with
them all on a wool shed floor! Hi jinx and
happy memories, we're all keen to do it
again, ... and then some!

Another of those happy occasions in the
Community was our Chairman Dave's
promotion for the local Amdram produc-

tion of the "Pirates of Penzance". His truck
became a rescue vehicle for 'helpless
maidens" and some rather unofficial
"bobbies". (see photo).

Restoration wise, the Branch had five
eager contenders this year, with the
Motorcycle trophy being won by Frank
Dowes with his Royal Enfield (1950). The
winning 'vehicle' trophy was shared for
first place between Dave Austin (1948
Austin), and Bill Biehler with his 1949
Bedford Truck. Some fine work made it
very difficult to choose between them all,
and everyone of the entrants can be proud
of their efforts.

Wellington Carilyn Banks

Wellington Branch has been very active
lately. The November Rally, our main
calendar event was held in the Wairarapa
this year. There was something for
everyone during the day, all types of roads,
from tar seal to gravel, straight and
windinl!. The hil!hlil!ht of the dav was the

farmers in this area had been extremely
creative and the scarecrows were a wonder
to behold! The winners of the Gavin Croft
Memorial Trophy were Bob and Eileen
Smyth in their 1953 Jaguar XK 120, runners
up were Peter and Elizabeth Tucker driving
a 1963 Hillman Super Minx and Bel11ie
Quin and Dianes Janes were third in a 1956
Vauxhall Cresta. Since then, members have
provided vehicles for the Wellington City
Christmas Parade, held in cold, wet
southerly conditions which did not deter
the crowd. The children huddled into
jackets seemed to be enjoying themselves.
The comment of the day had to be one
passed by a gentleman standing on the side
of the road who asked if our Austin was the
latest Holden! People retained their sense
of humour in spite of the cold!

The next weekend saw some of us dis
playing our cars for the opening of the
Wellington City and Sea Museum. This is
the old Maritime Museum and will become
a valuable asset and tourist attraction for

the city. It records the history of
Wellington, with an emphasis on shipping
which played a large role in the early devel
opment of this city.

Club night in November was our annual
Shiny Parts Auction with auctioneer Phil
Brodie persuading members to dig deep
into their pockets.

Members provided vehicles for a guard
of honour at the funeral of Jan Neal. Jan
had been a member for a number of years
and we remember her warmth and gen
erosity, many of us enjoyed Boxing Day
picnics at the Nears beach house at Otaki.
Jan will be sadly missed and we extend our
sympathy to Geoff, Lynda and Andrew.

The Branch Fire Engine has been under
going major operations so that it can be
taken to Rally 2000. A general overhaul of
its electrical system and a lot of panel
beating has taken place involving the
expertise of a team of enthusiastic
members.

The Club's Childrens Party and Picnic

Lorraine and Merv Ludlow and their
helpers for another enjoyable Club Event.

Another annual outing which members
took part in was the Sunbeam Club's run to
Lake Ferry. All clubs in the district are
invited to participate in this run which
follows the western shores of Lake
Wairarapa, crosses the flood control bridge
and continues on to Lake Ferry where there
is a choice of your picnic lunch or lunch at
the local Pub. This has become a very
popular event and this was the 20th run
held.

The Royal and Sun Alliance Rally 2000
is occupying around 60 club members as
they prepare their vehicles for this the first
international rally of the new millenium.
You will be able to spot us in the crowd 
we will be the ones in the smart black shirt
with gold VCC logos'

Wellsford Alma Henson

My last report for 1999. Where has the
year gone? When I look back at the number
and variety of events that were available,
not only in our own branch but surrounding
areas too that invited us to join them, it is a
wonder we found time to stay home.

As usual the "Far North tour" was well
attended and although it had rained earlier,
the day was pelfect. A special thanks to
those people who provided the meals.

November Club Night - after a brief
meeting the evening was spent watching a
video, Vintage cars of course.

A Gypsy Moth owned by Lee Middleton
had its unveiling on 4 December. Members
of the aero and car clubs met for a joint
barbecue before the big event. Wilbur
Brown piped the plane out. Quite a few
hidden talents has our WilbuL The
American car show is a very popular fixture
held at North Shore. It had to be postponed
for a week due to weather conditions. The
show that resulted will be long talked
about.

Club Captain Martin Howson arranged
our Christmas Dinner at the top of the dome
restaurant. A good turnout and a meal to
remember.

Eleven cars and one motorcycle joined
in the Wellsford "Santa Parade". Nice fine
day, the new section of State Highway I
from Albany to Orewa was opened to the
public on 12-13 December. A fun walk/run
in the morning followed by Vintage and
Classic cars and bikes. On Sunday the new
portion of the highway was open to all to
walk or lide bikes. Two aero club planes
took the opportunity to use the road as a
runway.

We welcome new member Clive
Nicholls from Leigh. He brings with him a
1947 Renault 4CV, 1952 Hillman Imp
1965, Renault 16TS, 1966 FIAT 132 plus
motorcycles (more details later).

Cedric Stockman has his Dodge Coupe
restoration well on the way to completion;
we look forward to seeing it on the road.
Jim Jorgensen has been in hospital but is
now home again. Hope you had an
enjoyable holiday season.
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Graham Paige
1929 Model 621
by M~ike Poynton Photos Alastair Frizzell, Michael Poynton

T he three Graham brothers came
from a well established
Washington, Indiana farming

background. However, Joseph born 1882,
Robert born 1885 and Raymond Graham
born 1887 displayed other worthwhile
talents from an early age. By the time he
was 19 Joseph had joined his father Ziba in
a glass manufacturing business and
developed a method of blowing stouter
bottles than the rather fragile ones being
produced at that time. The result was that
the glassworks became a prosperous
venture before partially selling out to the
Owens Glass Company. Originally the
Graham family owned the glass business
outright together with the sand company
which provided the raw material.
Ray Graham, the youngest brother,

Tourer into a serviceable farm truck. The
success of this venture resulted in Joseph
and Robert joining Ray in what was to
become a highly successful truck manufac
turing business.
Their first attempts were barely
encouraging as the trucks were heavy and
underpowered, but the big breakthrough
came when the brothers struck a deal with
the Dodge company in 1921.
Dodge was still reeling from the double
disaster of the deaths of both John and
Horace Dodge in the previous year. They
could see the advantages of supplying the
Graham brothers with truck chassis ranging
from;/~ of a ton to two tons and selling the
completed units through their own dealer
network. It wasn't long before things
started to work very well indeed. By the

Above leJi: The 621 loping olong the highway
looking quite elegant.
Ahove: Reposing serenely, looking very elegant.

Graham Brothers annual production peaked
at 37,000 units making them the largest
truck manufacturers in the world. They
operated from assembly plants at

Below: The 621 remains as rescued by Noel
Frizzell in 1991.
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Evansville Indiana, Stockton California,
Detroit Michigan and Toronto Canada.
In 1925 the Dodge Brothers organisation
became the propelty of Dillon, Read and
Company the New York Bankers. In the
reorganization process Dodge took the con
trolling interest of the Graham Brothers
truck operation with the three Grahams
becoming vice presidents and directors of
the new company. All appeared to be
working well until April 1926 when the
Graham Brothers resigned their positions
and broke away from Dodge completely.
Although several interesting theOlies were
put forward at the time, including disagree
ments with the long range management
arrangements, the most popular explanation
appears to be that the Grahams had decided
to get into the automobile manufacturing
business themselves. This eventuated with
the brothers purchasing the Paige Detroit
Car Company in May 1927.
With this well established and highly
respected company came a newly
completed 47 acre manufacturing facility
which enabled the Paige production to be
continued uninterrupted until the end of the
year. Behind the scenes a new product was
being designed and built so that at the
opening of the New York Automobile
Show on January 7, 1928 at the Grand
Central Palace, the new "Graham Paige"
model line went on display.
They presented five models, four six
cylinder cars and one eight cylinder.

These were known as:
Mode/610
110';''' WE - 175 cu. in. developing 52bhp,
basic price U5$875.
Mode/614
114" WE: 207cu. in. 23.4hp developing 71 bhp,
basic price US$I ,295.
Mode/619
119" WB - 288 cu. in. 29.4hp developing 97 bhp,
basic price US$I ,595.
Mode/629
129" WB - 288 cu. in. 29.4hp developing 97 bhp,
basic price US$I,985.
Model 835
135" WB - 322 cu, 36.5hp, developing 123 bhp,
( 8 cylinders) basic price U5$2,285.

The various models were designed to
compete moneywise in their respective
classes and indeed proved very successful,
73,129 cars being produced. This created a
record for the first year of a new marque.
Although the 1928 Graham Paiges were
completely new 111 concept several
important items were retained from Paige:
The external contracting hydraulic brakes
and the Warner Gear Company's
gearboxes, 3 speed on the 610, and 4 speeds
with constant mesh between 3rd and 4th
speeds (twin top) on the other four models,
this development being attributed to an
engineer named Thomas Fawic and the
Warner Gear Company's engineers, while
Continental supplied the engine blocks and

The new 1929 models had some interesting
changes such as longer wheel bases all
round - larger engines for the two smaller
models and internal expanding hydraulic
brakes all around.
The official 1929 Models were as follows:
612
112" wheelbase - 21.6hp developing 62 bhp.
615
115" wheelbase - 25.35hp developing 76 bhp
621
121" wheelbase - 29.4hp developing 97 bhp*
827
127" wheelbase - 36.45hp developing 97 bhp. '"
837
137" wheelbase - 36.45hp developing 97 bhp.*
"'The three large models had "BlJUR cen
tralised lubrication".
This year the big six engine was only
available in the 621 chassis while the 5.3
litre straight eight engine was available in
both the 827 and 837 chassis giving an
excellent power to weight ratio.
One noticeable feature with all the four
speed models was the high geared differen
tial ratios - 3.643: I and 3.916: I. This fact
was quickly noted by Donald Marandez in
the UK who obtained a model 835 saloon
and running it with full touring equipment
broke several international class "B" (5,000
- 8,000 cc) records. The car ran faultlessly
breaking the 200 miles and 200 kilometres
respectively only to have them broken a
few days later by a 6 litre racing Delage.
Marandez found that although the 835 was
capable of a genuine 98mph, with the 6'
high saloon body it could only lap at
90mph. He fitted a light 2 seater skiff body
and went out and broke the Delage's
records very convincingly. The 200 mile
record was set at 101 .848mph and from
then on the 835 went from strength to
strength closing its II year old racing
career by winning the last race ever held at
BrookJands race track on August 7th 1939,
lapping at 105.97 mph.
Donald Marandez realised he was on to a
good thing and obtained a model 621 fitted
with an open touring body and at
Montlhery broke the Class C (3,000
5,000cc) records for 3,000, 4,000 and 5,000
miles and the 4,000 and 5,000 kilometres.
His last 1,000 kilometres covered at nearly
75mph.
Our feature Graham Paige is a 1929 Model
621 owned by Alistair Frizzell of Kirwee
who took it over from his father Noel in
1996. Its registration record showed in
1937 it belonged to a bricklayer named
William Inwood living in Ashburton. It had
a standard five seater sedan body by Briggs
#4303581 with twin side mounted spare
wheels. Billy lnwood, as he was known,
died in 1940.
Wilkinsons Garage, Ashburton, took it over
in 1942 and converted it into a truck and
used it as a workshop vehicle until 1964.
Ron Hayward a former employee
remembers that when towing a raiJwavs bus

The IWO missing wheel hub flanges which
Alaswirfabricated in his well equipped
workshop.

it
The horn - lighl swilch ami ham(iimlllle
assemhly which consumed a 101 of valuable time
but jusl anolher lask Ihal had 10 he undertaken.

The complelely rehuill engine inslalled in Ihe
dwssis and readyjor starling up.
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I say right now, "This is a good job well
done."
Tecbnical Specifications:
1929 Graham Paige 621

6 cylinders
3'/' (88.9mm) x 5"
(I 27mm)
288 Cl - 4.7 litres
L head (side valves)
Johnson carburettor
Rated hp29.4, dev
hp 97.
10'1" (121 inch)
4'8'/4" (56'/4") Track
with semi elliptical
springs
4 wheel hydraulic
with 15" drums.

14.608: 1
8.955: I
5.187:1
3.643:1
(Hotchkiss drive)
19 x 6.00
85mph
18'1, gallons(70 litres)
HoudailJe double
action hydraulic
front and rear

Bijur centralized chassis lubrication
Weight: 2 tons
Theft lock: Hershey coincidental

lock. Built into
steering post steady
bracket locks
steering and ignition.

Brakes:

Chassis:
Wheelbase

Differential
1st gear
2nd gear
3rd gear
4th gear
Open propellor sbaft
Wheels:
Estimated top speed:
Petrol tank capacity:
Shock absorbers:

Engine:

very nicely with its high axle ratio con
tributing to the feel.ing of a big car running
lazily with plenty of power on hand if
required. Over the next si'X months Alastair
completed a lot of detail work on the 621
and this was very apparent when I went
down to test drive it.
On climbing into the driver's seat one gets
the impression that this car is not just
another good, well put together late Vintage
American vehicle. Instead it is one which
enjoys the benefits of the vast amount of
experience that the motor industry had
gained by then. The moment you engage
first gear and let in the clutch there is a
feeling of effortlessness that takes over and
in a few seconds you are in top gear with
the engine loafing along with the delightful
low exhaust rumble.
It is a big car and conveys this to you imme
diately, but the benefits are far reaching,
visibility is excellent, the controls are light
and positive and at highway speeds you
gain the impression that you could carry on
indefinitely enjoying the firm but extremely
comfortable ride.
Down on the South Canterbury roads at our
disposal, two or three times I let the speed
drop to a walking pace and accelerated
away, the big motor just took this in its
stride and laughed at me.
The steering is very good for everyday
driving conditions (3'/4 turns lock to lock)
and perfectly acceptable by American
standards. The 15" Lockheed hydraulic
brakes are very good which is just as well
because they could sometimes be called on
to stop two tons of angry motorcar in a
hurry.
The Houdaille double acting shock
absorbers do their job well, firming up the
ride without restricting the long wide road
springs too much.
The further I drove the 621, the more [
appreciated the tremendous effort made by
the Frizzell family to get the car to this very
motorable stage and the considerable
financial outlay involved thus far, with
further expenses to come. After spending
countless hours trying to locate the correct
Warner type T-4-A (or equivalent) 4 speed
gearbox, Alastair has located one complete
with the appropriate double plate dry clutch
which it appears was removed when the
original damaged gearbox was taken out.
This, I imagine, will return the 621 to its
former glory with the availability of the
high (constant mesh) third gear.
As usual with a major restoration of such
large proportions there are many small
painstaking jobs to be attended to which
although having no direct relationship to
the basic vehicle, tend to make that critical
differential between a good restoration and
a great one.
I am looking forward to renewing my
acquaintance with the 621 in about 12
months time. I know that I am going to be
suitably impressed. To Alastair and family

explains why a three speed Warner box was
installed.
1964-68: Ivan Dalley, Methven Garage.
1968-1976 Mr McClimont, "Rose Hill"
Mount Hutt, used as a farm truck.
1976-1978: Andrew Whitebrock, Darfield.
By this time the vehicle was not running.
1978-1991: Fred Falgate, Kirwee. Vehicle
not running, not under cover.
1991-1996: Noel Frizzell, Kirwee. Vehicle
under cover, restoration started.
Once he became the 621's owner Alastair
decided that the restoration project must be
speeded up and by June 1997 the chassis
and running gear had been restored. The
body woodwork had been replaced and the
body rear section started. Six months later
the rebuilt motor was installed in the
chassis and running.
Fortunately Alastair has a well equipped
workshop, for although a lot of work was
farmed out he was able to keep the overall
situation under control and adapt and man
ufacture a lot of the missing parts himself.
Alastair decided to build a Briggs style
"Victoria" coupe, four seater body, rather
than to attempt to fabricate the original
saloon aspect, his family happily agreed to
this providing he had the hood folding
down.
I first met Alistair when he was searching
for suitable wooden wheel felloes to repair
the severely damaged or rusty ones, and the
story of how he reduced the oversize felloes
to the correct diameter is a truly monu
mental tale of effort in itself.
Establ.ishing contact with New Zealand and
overseas Graham Paige owners and Clubs
has proved to be very worthwhile and in
several cases essential as the 621 is an
extremely rare model with just a handful of
known survivors. It is truly amazing what a
vast amount of perseverence and effort can
do because in August 1998 I received an
invitation to attend the "birth and blessing
ceremony", as Alastair put it, of their baby
the Graham Paige 621 on Sunday 31st
August 1998.
On the warm and sunny day several
Graham Paige owners and their cars
gathered together with friends for what
proved to be a very pleasant occasion.
Alastair provided the introduction, Rev.
Paterson the blessing and Roger Ward gave
a very good summary of Graham Paige
history. We even had the Graham Paige
Legion March painstakingly remastered
from the original 78rpm record. This was
followed by David Fechney cutting the
cake.
The 621 was examined closely by
everyone, before being started and then
driven around the Kirwee area for the
benefit of those people who wanted to ride
in the "guest of honour".
A short time later I was invited to go on the
Homestead Run with Elizabeth and
Alastair. The very relaxed atmosphere
provided a most pleasant day. The 621 ran
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For all your Restoration Requirements

New and UsedAssorted SizesTYRES & TUBES

~Mode''~"& 'T" Parts
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Tel./Fax (03) 352-6672 Windscreen Frame Repair Service ,}

~~b~l~x ~~~~) 322-041 All makes - open and closed cars

Christchurch ~1l'i1f:.1

GOOD SECOND-HAND TYRES
Sizes available: 4.50 - 4.75 X 21"

4.75 - 5.00 x 19" 5.25 x 19"
4.75 x 17" 6.00 x 16"

All above are BLACKWALLS ranging from 4 to 6 ply. Prices range from $40 to $100,
suitable for trailers, sound casings with tread. Some suitable for car WOF.
(Above prices include GST but not freight)

ell
PO Box 20
Renwick 7352

31 High St, Renwick
MARLBOROUGH (5.1.)

Phone (03) 572-8880

Ph 08004 BASIS (22747)

Fax (03) 572-8851
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Retail Shop:

Main Order Address:

Telephone Enquiries:

Telephone Orders:

Fax Enquiries/Orders:

BUSINESS PREMISES: 518 Cranford Street, Redwood, Christchurch
(Behind Thorn's Glass &Rental Roadsters)

HOURS:- FLEXIBLE, TIMES BY ARRANGEMENT•
e

BAS~S
OU) AUTO RUBBER M ~
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1929 Horley Davidson Peashooter Racer on Firestone 28 x 2'/. Racing BE tyres. Owner Joe Grose, photographed by Euon Comeron

Equip your vehicle from New Zealand's largest range of
antique & classic tyres from

Vin .......ge Cars L-..-.-
Est 1975

PO Box 43-009, Mangere.
Office & Showroom: 207 Buckland Rd, Mangere, Auckland.

Phone 09 275 5316 • Fax 092756882

<fiB> EARLY FORD PARTS 1909 - 1931 <fiB>
Veteran &Vintage stock an extensive range of new & used Model T and A

parts along with general restoration supplies


